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Propagation and preservation of rounded back 
vowels in Lucanian and Apulian varieties

Leonardo M. Savoia and Benedetta Baldi*

Università degli Studi di Firenze  
(<leonardomaria.savoia@unifi.it>, <benedetta.baldi@unifi.it>)

Abstract:

This article addresses the descriptive and theoretical aspects of the 
relation between the cavity properties of vowels and consonants. 
This relation is studied on the basis of some vocalic harmonizing 
processes depending on the adjacency between [u] and a velar (or 
labial) consonant in the domain of the stressed nucleus. Propaga-
tion of /u/ and preservation of /u/ in pre-tonic position in Southern 
Italian varieties provide the crucial testing ground for our analysis; 
one last process we investigate is the distribution of the metaphonic 
outcomes in a Salento dialect. The nature of phonological repre-
sentations is the other question we are concerned with. This point 
has been recently explored specifically in relation to the explana-
tory role of the structure and its relation with the melodic content 
of segments. Our proposal is that the phonological structure of the 
string corresponds in a direct and exhaustive way to the elementary 
melodic properties of the segments.

Keywords: Harmonizing Processes, Phonological Theory, Vowel-
Consonant Adjacency

The main issue dealt with in this article is the relation between cavity 
properties of vowels and consonants. This relation has different treatments 
in the literature, either separating consonant features from vowel features or 
identifying them as the same cluster of properties. Specifically, our analysis 
concerns two related phenomena, propagation of /u/ and preservation of /u/ 

* The authors elaborated the article together; however, for Italian evaluation purposes, 
Benedetta Baldi takes responsibility for sections 2, 3, 3.1, 4, 7. All dialectal data we discuss 
and analyze have been collected by means of field investigations with native informants in 
the period 2014-2016. As regards the examples, for the sake of simplicity we have intro-
duced only the glosses, where f = feminine, m = masculine, pl= plural, sg = singular. The 
examples are transcribed in IPA.
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in pre-tonic position in Southern Italian varieties. Both phenomena belong to 
the set of processes, documented in the literature, involving adjacency between 
[u] and a velar (or labial) consonant. The nature of phonological representa-
tions is the second question that interests us here. This point has been recently 
explored, specifically in relation to the explanatory role of structure and its 
relation with the melodic content of segments (Kaye 2014; Pöchtrager and 
Kaye 2013; Pöchtrager 2006, 2015; van Oostendorp 2013). 

In what follows, the fundamental tenets of Government Phonology (GP) 
will be the starting point for the analysis. In this light, prosodic organization 
and licensing relations between positions will be analysed as a reflex of the 
phonological content of segments in the relevant domains. A fundamental 
requirement we will adopt is the one concerning the phonetic interpretability 
of representations, assuming the Projection principle and Non-arbitrariness 
of processes (Kaye 1986/87; Kaye 1990; Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 
1990). These constraints, preserved in successive versions of the theory, define 
phonological representations as “fully interpretable at any stage in a phono-
logical derivation” (Pöchtrager and Kaye 2013: 52).

1. Some theoretical and empirical questions

Relations between segments are generally manifested by harmonizing/
phonological agreement effects and by prosodic strength devices (duration, in-
tensity, melodic height), namely prominence. These properties are traditionally 
interpreted in terms of what is called prosodic and syllabic structure. In classical 
GP framework (Kaye 1990; Charette 1991; Harris 1994; Kaye, Lowenstamm, 
Vergnaud 1990) the acoustic potential of a segment depends on whether it is 
in a licensed position or is a licenser or governor. A critical point is the relation 
between the phonological potential of the segments and the structural and 
prosodic organization, insofar as some degree of redundancy is present in the 
autosegmental model. With the Non-segmentalist Hypothesis Jensen (1994) tries 
to reduce these redundancies by assuming that acoustic differences of segments 
“are direct phonetic interpretations of particular positions within the constitu-
ent structure”. The structure is to be “understood weakly as the governing and 
licensing relations that obtain between points in a given domain” (Jensen 1994: 
73). This type of approach has inspired the CV model proposed in Lowenstamm 
(1996). Recent discussion in GP argues for the idea that at least a part of the 
traditional melodic properties can be treated as structural properties. Pöchtrager 
(2006, 2010), Pöchtrager and Kaye (2013), and Kaye (2014) support a revision 
of GP whereby the processes concerning the melodic content of segments can be 
reduced to structural relations, a solution that, however, has the undesirable effect 
of multiplying abstract positions, namely positions lacking a surface equivalent. 

For the sake of clarity, let us consider the proposal discussed in Pöchtrager 
(2006) and Pöchtrager and Kaye (2013), assuming that prosodic structure is 
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a sort of recursive projection of the nucleus (cf. van Oostendorp 2013). In 
this approach, for example, strong consonants contrast with weak consonants 
in terms of the structural properties inherent in single segments, as in (1a,b), 
where xN and xO are possible heads (Pöchtrager and Kaye 2013: 54).

(1)   a.    [bɪd]       b.            [bɪt]
   >          N’       >    N’
    ei                                  ei
             xN[I]       <    O”             xN[I]     <    O”   <
     ei                     ei  
   x1            O’               x1                    O’   <
                  ei                                                      ei 
               x2            xO[U]                         x2             xO[U]

So, the contrast between [bɪt] and [bɪd] is represented by the two struc-
tures in (1a,b) (Pöchtrager 2006: 71), projected on the basis of two types of 
relations, m-command (here signalized by >, <), whereby “the interpretation of 
a terminal node A controls the interpretation of terminal node B” and control 
(), a type of licensing “that does not contribute to length” (Pöchtrager and 
Kaye 2013: 57). In (1a), the nucleus licenses (m-commands) the first position 
inside the following consonant, as suggested by the symbols > and <, which is 
realized as the weak variant [b]. In (1b), it is the consonant head that licenses 
its highest position, giving rise to the strong outcome [t]. So, the number 
and the interpretive power of the phonological distinctions is re-interpreted 
in terms of structural positions and their relations.

A different solution is, however, at hand, namely dealing with metrical 
structure as a reflex of deeper and elementary properties that put together the 
segments in the string. In other words, the melodic content can be understood 
as the basic property that creates the prosodic interpretation. Specifically, there 
are grounds for reconsidering the idea that an ordered constituent structure is 
the exhaustive way of representing relations between elements. Thus, pursuing 
a minimalist line of analysis, Chomsky (2013) proposes a revision of phrase 
structure grammar PSG assuming that the order of constituents depends 
on a third factor principle operating in the process of externalization at the 
sensorimotor (SM) interface (Chomsky 2013; see discussion in Manzini and 
Savoia submitted). In particular, the computational operation that forms the 
syntactic objects, namely Merge, yields non-ordered couples (sets) of the type 
{x, y}. According to Chomsky (1995), the operation Merge projects either x 
or y; the projected element is the head and the label of the syntactic object, 
as in {x{x, y}}. Therefore, two orders are equally possible, such as {the{the, 
book}} and {{the, book}the}. This means that, for instance, the combination 
of a determiner and a noun gives rise to the syntactic object in (2). 
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 (2)             the
  ei    

             the         book  
(Chomsky 1995: 246)

Let us tentatively apply this idea to the structural categories in phonology. 
We can assume that an operation of phonological Merge takes phonological 
objects (segments), x and y, and forms a new object, i.e. the set {x, y} - a melodic 
domain. In this light, the structural arrangements that emerge in phonological 
representations, as the head-complement relations in syllable, foot, etc. can be 
interpreted “as reflexes of SM interface properties”, in the sense of Chomsky 
(2013: 39). This means that the structural representation of relations traditionally 
assumed as basic, such as the nuclear head-complement, Ccoda-Conset and V-V 
relations, can be understood as derivative properties introduced in the process 
of SM interpretation. Hence, metrical constructs are projections from vowels 
or consonants which license the phonological objects which they combine 
with. Concretely, the phonological sequences are organized around segments 
endowed with resonance/intensity properties enabling them to regulate the 
concatenation of consonants and form a domain. In other words, the prosodic 
structure is a reflection of the melodic content of the segments in the string. If 
we are on the right track, we conclude that the surface structural arrangement 
is not fixed once and for all by a rigid structural model and that syllable and 
foot can be understood as domains of prominence/licensing.

Consider, by way of an example, rising (light) diphthongs like [jɛ wɔ], vs 
falling (heavy) diphthongs like [ai au]. Usually the literature based on metrical 
models and GP assigns different structures to rising diphthongs, treated as con-
tour segments or syllabic sequences, compared to falling diphthongs, considered 
true complex nuclei. So, the head role is assigned to the first position inside 
the nucleus. This excludes the possibility of interpreting rising diphthongs as 
a realization of a binary nucleus. Along these lines, Booij (1989), resuming a 
proposal of Anderson (1974), analyses the rising sequences of Frisian, as [fwotən] 
fuotten ‘feet’, as combinations where the first part is associated with the syllabic 
onset. According to Booij (1989: 326) the process of breaking removes the first 
part of the diphthongized mid vowels from the nucleus, associating it to the 
onset on the basis of the universal principle optimizing CV structure, as in (3).

 
 (3)             N        O         N
       3           │                │
    x         x     x          x
	 			│			 								│	 	 	 					 │			 									│	
              [+high]        [+mid]                          [+high]          [+mid]
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In GP this asymmetry is expressed in terms of a universal constraint 
requiring left-right governing inside the constituents (Kaye 1986/1987, 
Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1990); this solution is substantiated in 
Harris (1990) on the basis of the requirement whereby the head cannot be 
less complex than the governed position (Complexity Condition), whereby 
“in branching nuclei the governee can only ever be simplex”, as in (4) (Harris 
1990: 276).

 (4) a.        N  [au]  b.   N  [ei]
       ty               ty
                   x           x              x           x

     │	 			│                               │										│

             A         U                           A, I         I 

The fallacies in this characterization of diphthongs are highlighted in 
Pöchtrager (2015); in particular, he points out that the Complexity Condi-
tion does not exclude diphthongs such as ia, i.e. typical light diphthongs. 
Nevertheless, in other approaches, complex nuclei including onglide sequences 
are admitted on the basis of general considerations concerning sonority 
prominence. For example, Harris (1985) analyses Spanish rising diphthongs, 
occurring both in open and closed syllables, cf. ['hjerro] hierro “iron”, ['pwerta] 
puerta “door”, assuming that the full vowel has the role of head by virtue of 
its sonority degree independently of the reciprocal order between full vowel 
and glide. Moreover, in many languages the distribution of rising diphthongs 
is sensitive to the syllabic structure, connecting them to the open syllables 
exactly like falling diphthongs in other languages. This distribution character-
izes standard Italian (Marotta 1988), as in (5):

 (5) ['pjɛde] ‘foot’   vs  ['pɛtto] ‘chest’
 ['rwɔta] ‘wheel’   vs  ['pɔrta] ‘door’

A natural conclusion is that a clear-cut distinction between rising and 
falling diphthongs on the basis of their relation with syllabic contexts is not 
proved by the data. Pöchtrager (2015) and Kaye (2014) submit a treatment 
that gets over the impasse in the traditional analysis of diphthongs, by assum-
ing a structure reproducing the traditional X-bar organization of syntactic 
phrases. So, the difference between light and heavy diphthongs is accounted 
for by the different points of insertion of the onglide, in a Specifier position 
(further removed from the head), and the offglide (closer to the head), in an 
adjunct to the head position, as in (6).
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 (6)     NP
    fh
                x     N’
        onglide  fh
    xN      x
                fh  offglide
           xN     x
         head

These structural solutions recall the cartographic treatment of syntax, in 
the sense that the sequencing of elements gives rise to rigid universal templates, 
with a large recourse to the abstract/latent positions. Anyway, important 
insights are implied in the proposals of Pöchtrager and Kaye: specifically, the 
idea that some sort of embedding characterizes the phonological structures/ 
categories, as shown in (1) and (6), and that the coda consonant is simply the 
consonant licensed by the nucleus, as in (1a).

A reduced notion of structure in phonological representations can be 
pursued, in which relational properties project from the qualitative proper-
ties (types of assimilation and harmonization, strength prominence) of the 
segments. So, for instance, diphthongs can be represented as a set including 
two slots hosting cavity properties sufficient to license the stress domain. In 
the spirit of a minimalist approach, structural relations can be reduced to the 
licensing of the melodic content in the domains that compose the sequence. 
We go a step further and assume that licensing/legitimization is nothing 
but the phonetic interpretation of the string organization, specifically the 
(partial) melodic assimilation between the prominent phonological content 
(head) and the other segments in its domain. Generally, structural relations 
are manifested by the assimilation in melodic properties or the asymmetry 
between a strong position (licenser) and a weak position. The partial melodic 
depletion of weak positions can be thought of as a form of phonological 
assimilation or agreement, in the sense that the head subsumes part of the 
resonance properties of the string.  

If we apply the rationale of the Chomskyan proposal in (2) to the phono-
logical organization of the strings, an elementary representation that registers 
domains and licensing is obtained. The ability of a nucleus (or possibly a 
consonant) to license a phonological string, i.e. its domain,1 is implemented 
by the sharing of properties (harmony, propagation, assimilation) or simply 
by phonological fullness/prosodic strength. The prosodic strength refers to 

1 The idea that the rhyme is, essentially, the projection of the nucleus belongs to the 
conceptual background of GP (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1985, 1990). 
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the nature of the melodic content associated to a position; this means that it 
will be the nuclei that generally define domains, as suggested in (7). We will 
say that only consonant and vowel slots exist and that they realize the order 
established by licensing. In (7a) the prominent part of the nucleus takes the 
weak part of diphthong - its complement - in its domain giving rise to the 
right-left order. A left-right diphthong, as in the English word [faind], has 
the reverse distribution, as in (7b). 

 (7)  a.   U,A                      b.   
                             f h                                                  
                       U,A      h                                   A,I
           f  h        h                          f h
        f   U,A      A                    f    A,I       
           f      f h   f│                               f      f h  
          r       x     A  t    A              f       A,I   h                  
                      h │              f         f h      h              
                            U       ['rwɔta]        f            A    I       n   d  ∅N     [faind]

In the representations in (7), the vocalic heads introduce the domains 
that organize the sequence. Thus, in (7a,b) the projection reflects the vocalic 
domains, possibly also of the unrealized nuclei, as in (7b), configuring the 
prosodic domain of the stressed nucleus. It is of note that in the following 
sections we will use lightly simplified representations.

(7) suggests that consonants depend on the licensing capacity of the 
vowels; however, nothing in (7) prevents consonants from contributing to 
legitimazing the sequence. Returning to [bɪt] vs. [bɪd] in (1), we can assign 
them the two representations in (8); contrary to [t] in (8a), [d] in (8b) shares 
with the second part of the nucleus the low-frequency component L (slack 
vocal cords), contributing to licensing the vocalic space in the sequence. It 
can be interesting to consider how the four-way distinction bid-bit-bead-beat 
characterizing consonant sonority in languages such as English can be cap-
tured. In the light of the preceding discussion, the nuclear domain can include 
melodic material associated to the consonant regardless of the duration of 
the vowel. Thus, in the long nucleus in [bi:d] bead t sonority is licensed by a 
low-frequency component L shared by the vowel and consonant, in (8c). In 
[bi:t] beat, in (8d) the nucleus combines with a unvoiced obstruent. 

 (8)   a.            N     b.          N
            │                       f  h
                  b     ɪ      t   ∅N                              b     ɪ     x     d     ∅ N
                            h   f  
                                                    L
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         c.            N
                           f h   d.      N
         N      h                       f  h
                  f h        h               b    i       i       t     ∅ N  
              b    i      i         x     d    ∅N 
                               h f  
                                  L

The gist of this proposal is that there is no longer a need for a head to be 
fixed by virtue of a pre-defined structural arrangement. All that is necessary 
is a sequence where a perceptually prominent melodic content interprets or 
affects the melodic properties in the other slots in its domain. (1) and (7) 
suggest that, contrary to the traditional contrast whereby the recursion would 
characterize only syntax, phonology can include some type of recursion on 
condition that a different categorization of the phonological objects is avail-
able. In other words classical syllabic structure probably fails in identifying 
the proper categories.

Naturally, we would underline that our approach aspires to some predic-
tivity, in the sense of constraining the possible representations. The idea we 
pursue in this work is that prosodic structure of the string is nothing but the 
distribution of the melodic asymmetries of the segments. As a consequence the 
possible arrangements do not vary in an arbitrary way but will be determined 
by the properties of the vowels and consonants. Specifically, nuclei derive their 
role from their acoustic fullness, involving intensity and duration associated 
to the stress; similarly, the cavity properties of consonants will contribute to 
modulating the prosodic configuration of the string. The relation between 
the segments inside a domain can be interpreted by assimilatory/harmonizing 
processes such as those here investigated. 

In what follows we will apply the interpretive potential of the reduced 
notion of structure introduced in (7), to the analysis of some harmonizing 
processes. In Section 2, a sketch of metaphony, and syllabic differentiation 
is presented in the terms of the approach here proposed. In Section 3, [u] 
propagation sensitive to the nature of the adjacent consonant is discussed by 
comparing a canonical GP treatment with as treatment based on the model 
in (7). Section 4 is devoted to a dissimilative phenomenon which seems to 
confirm the sharing of [U] by velars and labials. In Sections 5, 6 and 7, this 
model provides the theoretical and conceptual foundations for interpreting 
some processes depending on the relation between vowels and adjacent con-
sonants. In all cases, the simple adjacency seems to be involved. So, we can 
wonder why not to have recourse to this notion rather than assume a poorer, 
minimalist, notion of structural representation.

The reverse question seems in turn to be not less correct, namely why a 
rigidly predictive structure would be necessary, as in GP and other metrical 
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theories,2 if adjacency is in many cases sufficient. If in treating adjacency we 
need not use structural notions, what is the use of the structure if there are 
elementary processes that escape it? Normally, prosodic models are understood 
as formal devices translating phonetic properties of the strings of segments into 
metric-syllabic categories. However, adjacency and in general the linear order of 
segments is not interpretable by means of structural formalisms, unless complex 
structural constraints are deployed. In this sense, adjacency seems to remain 
a sort of pre-theoretical notion, concerning sensorimotor procedures. Our 
proposal attempts to formulate a model in which adjacency and linear order 
are not a different level of representation but are incorporated as a property of 
the prosodic organization of the string. Achieving this aim requires a reduced 
notion of structure, in which the segments in the string are organized on the 
basis of their melodic/phonological content properties.

2. Preliminary remarks on metaphony, syllabic differentiation and propagation 
in Southern Italian varieties

Metaphony is an assimilatory process largely attested in Italo-Romance 
varieties, including Sardinian varieties, whereby the stressed nucleus partially 
or completely agrees in the degree of aperture with the following (original/un-
derlying) high vowel, [i u], inside the word (cf. Rohlfs 1966 [1949]). A type of 
variation emerges that concerns the status of the post-tonic non-final vowel in 
the proparoxytones, because only in Southern Italian and Sardinian varieties this 
vowel is active and triggers metaphony. Two fundamental types of Italo-Romance 
metaphony are recognized: high-mid vowels [e o] [-high] rise to [i u] [+high], 
whereas metaphony of low-mid vowels [ɛɔ] [-ATR] brings about different results 
including a [+ATR] segment, namely [e o], diphthongs [iə uə], [i u], according to 
different varieties (Maiden 1985, 1987; Savoia and Maiden 1997). An alternation 
pattern generally emerges, that can be exemplified by the data in (9a) concern-
ing the North-Calabrian dialect of Morano, where the low-mid stressed vowels 
metaphonize to high-mid corresponding outcomes.3

2 Not all metrical approaches to the syllable are equally restrictive as GP. Specifically, 
the notion of rhyme in some models assigns the second position indifferently either to a con-
sonant or to a vocalic element (Goldsmith 1990). Moraic models, in turn, assign two moras 
to a two-slots rhyme regardless of the nature of the second position. In these frameworks 
the weight of the syllable does not distinguish between a vocalic or a consonantal segment 
in the second position. However, syllabic approaches share the idea that the prominent po-
sition inside the rhyme is on the left, i.e. the first vocalic element, as seen in the discussion 
concerning Booij (1989) in (3). In this sense, the model here proposed differentiates from 
both the traditional metrical approaches and the moraic ones insofar as it excludes a pre-de-
fined structural asymmetry inside the prosodic domains.

3 In Morano dialect metaphony is partially morphologized given that the original 3rd 
class inflection -e has been replaced by 2nd class ending -u. In these contexts metaphony does 
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In the phonological literature, metaphony has different treatments. Cala-
brese (1998) connects metaphony to spreading of [+high] from the final vowel. 
Walker (2005), Savoia (2015, in press a), explain metaphony as the result of 
licensing of aperture properties by the stressed nucleus. The constraints in 
(9b,c) formulate this requirement for raising and ATR metaphony.

 (9)   a.   [ꞌvɛcca] ‘old.sg.f ’   vs [ꞌveccu] ‘open.sg.m’
 [ꞌprɛvətə] ‘priest’   vs [ꞌprevətə] ‘piests’
  [ꞌnɔva]/[ꞌnɔvə] ‘new.sg./pl.f ’  vs [ꞌnovu]/[ꞌnovi] ‘new.sg./pl.m’
 [ꞌɔvə] ‘eggs’   vs [ꞌovu] ‘egg’
 [ꞌɔrtərə] ‘garden.pl’  vs [ꞌortu] ‘garden.sg’  
 [ꞌgrɔssa] ‘big.fsg’   vs [ꞌgrossu] ‘big.msg’   
                 Morano
         b. Raising metaphony (of high-mid vowels)

Contrastive [+high] ([i u] vs. [e o]) in the stressed nucleus licenses [+high] 
in the following vowel

c. ATR metaphony of low-mid vowels
Contrastive [+ATR] ([e o] vs. [ɛ ɔ]) in the stressed nucleus licenses [+ATR] 
in the following vowel

Independently of the specific solution, what we see is that metaphony 
corresponds to a harmonic domain in which the stressed nucleus shares with 
the following nucleus a subset of properties. Essentially, the occurrence of [i u] 
in final (or post-tonic) position requires the headed resonance element [I]/[U] 
in the stressed nucleus, thus arriving at the alignment on the aperture degree. 

Metaphony is not interested with preserving a particular place configu-
ration, but it retains and strengthens, by extending it along the string, the 
acoustic polarization introduced by high vowels. More precisely, high vowels 
have a low-frequency F1 that separates them from the mid and low vowels. 
It is this property that is duplicated by metaphony on the lexical/underlying 
mid stressed nucleus. In this sense, for metaphony to apply it is indifferent if 
[I] or [U] are involved in the head or in the trigger. We can tentatively assume 
that a specialized element [F1], characterizing the low frequency configuration 
of the fundamental vowels [i u], is involved in metaphony. The harmonizing 
process implements licensing of the formantic composition of the vowels, as 
in (10a). Its spreading, or rather its sharing, determines a vowel interpretable 
as high or as a [+ATR]. So, in combination with headed elements [I]/[U] 
in high-mid vowels [e o], [F1] further enhances low frequency of F1 giving 

not apply, as in the case of [ꞌrɛntu] ‘tooth’, where the stressed low-mid vowel is preserved in 
spite of the following high vowel.
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rise to [i u], [F1,I/U]. In combination with non-headed [I]/[U] in low-mid 
vowels [ɛ ɔ], enhancing is realized as a change to a headed content [F1, I/U, 
A], namely a mid [+ATR] vowel [e o],4 as in (10b). In any case, [F1] has the 
role of the prominent element in the melodic content of the vowel.
  
 (10)   a.  The head vowel licenses [F1] in final/post-tonic position in the prosodic 

(foot) domain

         b.          [U,A]
	 													│			i
           [U,A]            [I]         

							 													│																	│             
             n   [U,A] v          [I]        [ꞌnovi] ‘new.pl.m’ Morano
               i e

                    [F1]

Naturally, we keep assigning the front/back vowels their own place 
element [I]/[U]. All need assume is that [F1] introduces a contrastive basic 
acoustic information.

In many dialects metaphony is morphologized consequently to weakening 
to [ə] of the post-tonic vowels, as, for example, in Lucanian, Calabrian and 
Apulian dialects we will consider in the following sections. As a consequence, 
alternations such as those in (11) for Cerchiara (Calabria), Cirigliano and 
Stigliano (Lucania) varieties reflect no longer a surface perceivable phonetic 
mechanism but allow for the underlying information connected with the 
distinctions masculine vs feminine and singular vs plural. Following Calabrese 
(1998), we can assume that the relevant height property is associated to the 
inflectional morphemes, so triggering metaphony. We notice that the alterna-
tion patterns can intertwine with other phonological processes; in the case of 
Stigliano we notice that metaphony of the original high-mid vowels has two 
different results, [i u] or, in open syllables inside nouns, the diphthongs [ei eu].

 (11) Metaphony of low-mid vowels
 ['pɛ:ðə] ‘foot’   vs  ['pi:ðə] ‘feet’
 ['mɛ:sə] ‘month’   vs    ['mi:sə] ‘months’

['grɔssə] ‘big.f.sg/pl’  vs ['grussə] ‘big.m.sg/pl’        Cerchiara
 

4 An anonymous reviewer asks why low F1 is not captured as an element, although it is the 
property that metaphony manipulates. It is unclear to us if s/he is suggesting a solution or simply 
posing a problem. In this sense, naturally, the solution adopted in (10) is on our own responsibility.
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 Metaphony of high-mid vowels
 ['ve:rə] ‘he.sees’   vs    ['vi:rə] ‘you.see’
 [ꞌno:tʃə] ‘walnut’  vs. [ꞌnɔutʃə] ‘walnuts’

Metaphony of low-mid vowels
['rɔssə] ‘big.f ’   vs   ['russə] ‘big.m’ 
['peirə] ‘foot’   vs  ['pi:rə] ‘feet’ Cirigliano

Metaphony of high-mid vowels
['kre:də] ‘I.believe’  vs    ['kri:də] ‘you.believe’
[ꞌmeisə] ‘months’  vs [ꞌme:sə] ‘month’

 [ꞌno:tʃə] ‘walnut’  vs. [ꞌneutʃə] ‘walnuts’
 [ꞌrɔmbə] ‘I.break’  vs. [ꞌrumbə] ‘you.break’

Metaphony of low-mid vowels
['dɔrmə] ‘I.sleep’   vs   ['durmə] ‘you.,sleep’ 
['me:tə] ‘I.reap’   vs  ['mi:tə] ‘you.reap’            Stigliano

In Lucanian, Apulian and North-Calabrian varieties the stressed nuclei 
present different outcomes according to the metrico-syllabic environment. 
This distribution is well known in the literature (cf. Rohlfs 1966 [1949]; Stehl 
1980, 1988; Savoia 1987, 1990; Trumper 1987; Carosella 2005); recently, 
Savoia and Carpitelli (2008) and Savoia (2015) provide GP treatments. We 
can distinguish the outcomes occurring in what is conventionally named 
closed position, from those which occur in the so-called open position. 
Traditionally, this distinction is based on the difference between closed and 
open syllables that is between a rhyme including a consonant in coda and 
a rhyme devoid of coda. Moreover, in these varieties the antepenultimate 
stressed position of proparoxytones behaves as a closed context (Bafile 1996, 
1999; Carosella 1998/99, 2005; Savoia and Carpitelli 2008; Savoia 2015). 
In other words, in these dialects, what we descriptively call ‘closed contexts’ 
include both the canonical contexts __CC and the antepenultimate position 
in proparoxytones; the open contexts coincide with the traditional open 
syllable/rhyme environment __CV#.  The differentiation can involve both 
the duration and the quality of the stressed nuclei. Hence, in open contexts 
long vowels or diphthongs appear; on the contrary, in closed contexts shorter 
outcomes occur, namely [-ATR] in the case of high/mid vowels. For instance, 
in Cirigliano, Stigliano and Accettura varieties, the stressed [-ATR] outcomes, 
[a], [ʊ], [ɪ], occur in __CC contexts and in the antepenultimate position of 
proparoxytones, as in (12b). In open contexts the alternant [ə:] is realized, as 
in (12a). In short, the [-ATR] mid vowels occur in closed contexts while in 
open contexts the corresponding [+ATR] long nuclei or diphthongs appear. 

In Cirigliano variety, in stressed position [a] emerges in closed contexts, in 
the antepenultimate position included, as ['lattə] ‘milk’, ['lavənə] ‘they wash’, 
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while in __CV# contexts [ə:] occurs, as in ['sə:lə] ‘salt’. Similarly, low-mid 
outcomes occur only in __CC contexts and in the antepenultimate position. 
In open contexts we have diphthongs or closed vowels, as in (12a); in closed 
contexts the [-ATR] outcomes occur, as in (12b) where outcomes in prop-
aroxytones and in closed rhymes are compared. In Accettura (Lucania), we 
find a similar distribution. [a], [ʊ], [ɪ] occur only in __CC contexts and in 
the antepenultimate position, in (12a), while in open contexts the alternant 
[ə] is realized, in (12b). Analogously, the [-ATR] outcomes of mid vowels 
occur in closed contexts, in (12a) and the corresponding [+ATR] appear in 
the open contexts, in (12b). In Stiglianese, [a] is retained in all contexts; in 
open syllables the long high-mid vowels alternate with diphthongs, whereas 
in closed contexts the [-ATR] outcomes occur. It is of note that [i u] deriving 
from metaphony of low-mid original nuclei do not undergo this distribution. 
We find high [+ATR] outcomes regardless of the different contexts, although, 
as shown in (12c),5 in open position a long realization occurs.

 (12) a. open context/syllable b. closed context
[ꞌlə:və] ‘I.wash’   [ꞌlavənə] ‘they.wash’

 [ꞌlattə] ‘milk’
  [ꞌreirə] ‘I.laugh’   [ꞌrɪrənə] ‘they.laugh’
      [ꞌpɪLLə] ‘I.take’
  [ꞌve:rə] ‘he.sees’   [ꞌvɛrənə] ‘they.see’
      [ꞌʃʃɛllə] ‘wing/s’
  [ꞌmo:və] ‘I.move’   [ꞌmɔvənə] ‘they.move’
      [ꞌvɔkkə] ‘mouth’
  [ꞌstoutə] ‘I.put out’  [ꞌstɔtənə] ‘they.put out’
      [ꞌkʊrtə] ‘short.m’
 c. [ꞌpi:rə]  ‘feet’   [ꞌpirdə] ‘you.lose’
  [ꞌfu:kə]  ‘fire’   [ꞌuccə]  ‘eye’        Cirigliano

a. open context/syllable b. closed context
[ꞌlə:və] ‘I.wash’   [ꞌlavənə] ‘they.wash’

[ꞌvrattsə] ‘arm’
  [ꞌve:də] ‘he.sees’   [ꞌvɛdənə] ‘they.see’

      [ꞌpɛʃʃə] ‘fish’ 
   [ꞌmo:rə] ‘he.dies’   [ꞌmɔrənə] ‘they.die’   
      [ꞌdɔrmə] ‘I.sleep’

[ꞌfrə:ʃə] ‘I.fry’   [ꞌfrɪʃənə] ‘they.fry’
      [ꞌfɪɟɟə] ‘son’

5 The fact that metaphonic [i u] are not sensitive to the syllabic contexts recalls the 
blocking effect on the propagation triggered by metaphony (cf. Section 3). In both cases, the 
metaphonic outcomes do not interact with processes which could modify their internal me-
lodic content, that corresponds, as we saw, to a specialized type of licensing inside the word.
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   [ꞌfə:mə] ‘I.smoke’   [ꞌfʊmənə] ‘they.smoke’
       [ꞌkʊstə] ‘this.m’ 
 c. metaphonic outcomes    

[ꞌpi:ðə]  ‘feet’   [ꞌpriutə] ‘priests’
[ꞌnu:və] ‘new.m’                   [ꞌuccə] ‘eye(s)’
(vs [ꞌno:və] ‘new.f ’)   Accettura

a. open context/syllable b. closed context
  [ꞌreirə] ‘I.laugh’   [rɛrənə] ‘they.laugh’
      [kaꞌpɪddə] ‘hair’
  [ꞌve:ʃə] ‘he.sees’   [ꞌvɛʃənə] ‘they.see’
      [ꞌvɛŋgwə] ‘I.come’
  [ꞌmo:və] ‘I.move’   [ꞌmɔvənə] ‘they.move’
      [ꞌvɔkkə] ‘mouth’
  [ꞌfeuʃə] ‘I.escape’   [ꞌfɔʃənə] ‘they.escape’
      [ꞌsʊrdə] ‘deaf.m’

 c. metaphonic outcomes  
 [ꞌpi:ðə]  ‘feet’   [aꞌpirtdə] ‘open.m’

  [ꞌʃu:kə]  ‘you.play’  [ꞌuccə]  ‘eye’          Stigliano

The analyses proposed in Bafile (1996, 1999), Savoia and Carpitelli (2008), 
Savoia (2015) aim at accounting for the prosodic equivalence between closed 
rhyme, __CCV#, and antepenultimate position, __CVCV#, in keeping with the 
GP model. In the light of the discussion in Section 1, the similarity between these 
two contexts can be captured by assuming that the immediate domain of the stressed 
nucleus includes the coda consonant, in (13a), or the following nucleus, in (13b).

 (13) a.   N
   │ h

                       N    h             N         
                     │       h                  │             
                v       ɔ           x     x           ə

                            h f         
                             k [ꞌvɔkkə] ‘mouth’    Cirigliano

 b.     N
     │  h

                N     N     N         
                       │     │      │             

                        m       ɔ  v  ə  n  ə [ꞌmɔvənə] ‘they.move’       Cirigliano

In other words, what is required for having a closed context is that the 
stressed nucleus licenses a second position in the adjacent sequence on its right.
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The difference between the stressed vowel outcomes in the different metri-
cal environment – open vs closed syllables – is well known in the literature. 
Open syllables tend to favour long [+ATR]/tense nuclei while closed syllables 
tend to favour lax short outcomes (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1985, 
1990; Féry 2001). According to Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1985, 
1990) the vowel that governs a recessive position inside the nucleus (open 
syllable), basically has an unmarked vocalic content, excluding the [-ATR] 
outcomes [ɪ  ɛ  ʊ  ɔ]. As for closed syllables, Kaye, Lowenstamm and Verg-
naud (1990) conclude that ‘tense/lax alternation following rhyme structure 
is not a case of closed syllables laxing but merely the absence of tensing (i.e. 
no association of the ATR element)’. In other words, we can expect that 
in closed syllables the [-ATR] outcomes occur, while in open syllables the 
vowels of the fundamental triangle [i a u] (Jakobson 1968) are the preferred 
or tendential targets.

In the light of the preceding considerations, stressed [ə:], as the realiza-
tion of original a, i, u, in open syllables, in (12), is unexpected. Indeed, if [ə] 
is conceived as an intrinsically lax segment, we meet with a generalized lax 
outcome in a position generally devoted to [+ATR] segments. If we assume 
that the property characterizing [ə] is [F1], its occurrence is no longer prob-
lematic. In fact, the element [F1] is a good candidate for the characterization 
of the melodic content of [ə] (cf. discussion around (39)). As a consequence, 
insofar as [F1] is interpreted as the aperture degree (low-frequency F1) as-
sociated to the [i u] members of the fundamental triangle, [ə] can be thought 
as a possible open rhyme realization. More precisely, we conclude that the 
open rhymes select specialized resonance configurations that optimize the 
fundamental vocalic properties, so including [F1]. 

Finally consider propagation.6 The traditional term ‘propagation’ refers 
to the assimilation process (descriptively, left-to-right) in which a stressed 
unrounded vowel hosts a rounded back vocalic element [u]/[w] occurring 
in the pre-tonic context. In other words, the cavity properties of a pre-tonic 
vowel are doubled within the immediate domain of the stressed nucleus or, 
in some grammars, also of the pre-tonic [a]. Propagation is operating in many 
Italo-Southern varieties, specifically in Abruzzese, Lucanian, North-Calabrian 
and Sicilian varieties. It has been documented and described in Lombardo 
(1901), Rohlfs (1966 [1949]), Piccillo (1971), Tuttle (1985), Mocciaro (1978), 
Savoia (1987, 2015), Schirru (2008, 2013, 2014). 

The pattern of propagation can be summarized as follows:

6 We use the term ‘propagation’/‘spreading’ in a descriptive sense. We analyse prop-
agation as a process in which the stressed nucleus (or another possible host) realizes some 
properties of a preceding vowel in its prosodic domain.
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 (14)
i. Propagation of [u] from a pre-tonic position affects the immediately follow-

ing stressed vowel, except the back rounded vowels. 
ii. In some dialects, a complex nucleus or a vocalic sequence is formed inde-

pendently of the structure of the syllable, in others a back rounded vowel is 
realized.

iii. In some dialects intermediate [ə]s are transparent, so allowing propagation 
to skip them and to reach the stressed nucleus (cf. the data of Stigliano in 
(17)).

iv. In a subset of dialects it applies only on a stressed [a], excluding front vowels.
v. In some dialects, also a following unstressed [a] can be targeted by propagation.
vi. Propagation generally does not apply on front vowels resulting from met-

aphony; however, there are systems that do not obey this restriction, for 
instance the Lucanian variety of Stigliano in (17).

vii. In a subset of varieties, propagation is sensitive to the place of articulation of 
the intervening consonant, as in the systems we analyse in this article.

viii. The process applies both inside the word domain and in phonosyntactic con-
text. 

ix. Inside the word the process is triggered by a pre-tonic vowel in the lexical 
base that affects an adjacent stressed nucleus or [a].

x. In phonosyntactic contexts, alternants emerge that involve the phonological 
realization of a word in different contexts.

xi. In phonosyntactic contexts, the process is governed by the syntactic relation 
between target and trigger of propagation. The micro-variation that emerges 
is analysed in Rizzi and Savoia (1993) and Manzini and Savoia (2016).

A good example of generalized application of propagation is provided by the 
Calabrian variety of Cerchiara in (15), where the spreading of [u] creates sequences 
such as [uæ], and takes place both in open and in closed syllables, regardless of the 
nature of the intermediate consonant. Word-internal contexts are illustrated in 
(15a), phonosyntactic contexts D-N in (15b) and phonosyntactic contexts Cl-V 
in (15c). Stressed nuclei different from [æ] may also be involved, cf. [uɛ] in (15b) 
or [ui] in (15c). The harmonic spreading does not take place on unstressed nuclei, 
cf. (15d). The outcome of metaphony does not undergo propagation, as in (15e). 
In (16) the spectrograms of the pair [u ꞌnuæsə] ‘the nose’ vs [ꞌnæɐsə] ‘nose’ provide 
a visible analysis of the occurrence of [u] in the propagation context.

 (15)   a. [fukuꞌ  uærə] ‘hearth’

[purꞌtuɐæßə]/
[purꞌtuæmmə]

‘(I)  brought/
(we) brought’

b. [u ꞌnuæsə] ‘the nose’ b’. [næɐsə] ‘nose’ 

[u ꞌpuɛðə] ‘the foot’

r

 a   
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c. [m u ꞌðuæjə] ‘(you) me it give’ c’. [kə mə ꞌðæɐjə] ‘what (you) me give?’

[u ꞌfuættsə] ‘(I) it do’ [a ꞌfættsə] ‘(I) it(f.) do’

[t u ꞌðuitʃənə] ‘(they) you it tell’ [t a ꞌðitʃənə] ‘(they) you
 it(f.) tell’

d. [u katꞌtʃæßəsə] ‘(you) it chased’

e. [kuꞌtʃi:mə] ‘(we) cook’
[u ꞌpittənə] ‘the comb’ Cerchiara

 
(16) 

             [  u      n    u    æ        s     ə ]                 [ n      æ:      s       ə ]
    Cerchiara

In some varieties, propagation applies also on a pre-tonic [a] and on the 
outcomes of metaphony, as in Stigliano variety (Lucania) (see Section 3). (17a) 
illustrates propagation on pre-tonic [a] and (17b) propagation on the outcome 
[i] from metaphony of low-mid underlying vowels. Comparative data in the right 
column show the non-propagated forms.

 (17) a. [lə trɔꞌpe:ðə]  ‘the tripod’          vs     [traꞌpe:ðə] ‘tripod’
     [lə fɔrꞌre:jə] ‘it.m I.would do’    vs    [farꞌre:jə]‘I.would do’
 b. [lə ꞌlui:və] ‘it.m you.take away’  vs    [la ꞌli:və] ‘it.f you.take away’
                             [lə kwɔꞌnɔskə]‘him I.know’       vs     [la kaꞌnɔskə]‘her I.knowz’

Stigliano

The fact that the pre-tonic nuclei can admit propagation poses an interesting 
question. In other words, propagation gets together stressed nuclei and unstressed 
pre-tonic [a] suggesting a subtler interpretation of the properties necessary for 
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licensing. We must think that [a] shares a cluster of basic properties with a 
stressed vowel, specifically a well-defined and stable resonance configuration 
endowed with a high degree of perceptibility, similar to the properties that 
characterize the stressed nuclei. In other words, the status of the prosodic 
head (stressed nucleus) is only a product of the phonetic properties of dura-
tion, sonority/aperture and perceptibility. These properties are present in [a] 
enough to characterize it as a licensing nucleus. 

The restriction whereby the process does not apply in correspondence of 
the metaphonic outcomes [i(:)]/[iə] generally holds in propagation, although 
it is not obligatory, as the data of Stigliano variety in (17) (Savoia 1987) at-
test. This incompatibility could be connected with the competition between 
metaphony and propagation in order to generate the optimal output,7 and 
recalls the Strict Cycle Condition discussed in Kiparsky (1985). This condition 
forbids a rule which is applicable in a cycle to apply in the next cycle. In this 
perspective, metaphony can be seen as a word internal process that precedes/is 
ordered before propagation, although, however, propagation can apply inside 
the word as well. Moreover, there are dialects altogether similar to the ones here 
examined, in which propagation influences also the metaphonic outcomes. 
In other words, dialects with equal properties vary in presenting different 
solutions: propagation can or cannot apply to the metaphony outcomes. This 
suggests that a more substantial factor is operating, concerning the fact that, 
at least in the majority of systems, metaphony entirely subsumes/externalizes 
licensing properties of the stressed nucleus. So it excludes the externalization 
of the licensing triggered by propagation. 

3. Propagation in some Lucanian varieties. The data and a first GP analysis

In what follows we will concentrate on propagation in the Central Lu-
canian varieties spoken in Gorgoglione and Cirigliano, where spreading of [u] 
is admitted only if the intermediate consonant, i.e. the consonant separating 
the two involved nuclei, is labial or velar, as already highlighted in Savoia 
(1987)8. The (phonological content of ) pre-tonic [u] occurring in internal 
position of word or in the final position of clitics and determiners is copied 
on the first full (phonetically unreduced) unrounded vowel, i.e., a stressed 
front vowel or a stressed/pre-tonic [a]. More precisely, the result of propaga-

7 Rule interaction is a classical issue in phonological theory since its first formulations. 
In general, the application of a rule can feed or bleed another rule (Kenstowicz and Kisse-
berth 1979; Kiparsky 1982). The point under discussion is that while creating a context 
available to propagation itself metaphony can bleed propagation.

8 A similar distribution of propagation is documented also in other varieties; for ex-
ample, it characterizes the Central Italian dialect of Terelle (Valle di Comino) examined in 
Schirru (2013).
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tion is the occurrence of [w]/[u] in pre-vocalic position, indifferently in closed 
position and in open syllable. 

Consider first the data of Cirigliano in (18). (18a,a’,a”,c) illustrate the 
contexts where an intermediate velar or labial allows propagation to apply. An 
intermediate coronal or palatal/palato-alveolar consonant blocks propagation, 
as in (18b,b’). It is of note that in these varieties in the unstressed positions the 
vowels convert to [ə] while the rounded vowels convert to [u], as in the alterna-
tions in (18a”); [a] is preserved in pre-tonic position, while in post-tonic posi-
tion it converts to [ə] as well. As we have seen in (12) the aperture degree of the 
stressed mid vowels depends on the metrical structure, whereby outcomes [+ATR] 
or diphthongs occur in open contexts, whiled [-ATR] outcomes occur in closed 
contexts. In the dialect of Cirigliano stressed [ə] corresponds to the realization 
of /a/ in open contexts, in (18b,b’,b”); in the contexts triggering assimilation the 
realization [o] occurs, as in [ʃu'kwo:mə]  ‘we play’, as in (18a’). 
 

 (18)  a. [u 'pweirə] ‘the foot’  b. [u 'rIʃtə] ‘the finger’

[u 'fwɛrmə] ‘him I.stop’ [fu'ʃeimə] ‘we.escape’
[s u 'mwandʒənə] ‘themself it they.eat’ [nu'tʃɛllə] ‘hazelnut’

[u 'lattə] ‘the milk’
[u 'sə:lə] ‘the salt’
[u 'nə:sə] ‘the nose’
[u 'lə:və] ‘it I.wash’

a’. [u s'kwo:rə] ‘he.combs his hair’ b’. [sə s'kə:rə] ‘he.combs his
own hair’

[u 'fwo:jə] ‘it you.make’ [a 'fə:jə] ‘her you.make’
[u 'kwo:sə] ‘the cheese’ ['kə:sə] ‘cheese’

a”. ['rcrmə]/[rur'mwɛmmə]  ‘I.sleep/we.slept’  b”. [pur'tə:mə] ‘we.bring’

['rcmbə]/[rum'bweimə] ‘I.break/we.break’ [stu'tə:mə] ‘we.put out’
['foumə]/[fu'mwo:mə] ‘I.smoke/we.smoke’
['fu:kə]/[fukwa'rillə] ‘fire/small fire’
['ʃo:kə]/[ʃu'kwo:mə] ‘I.play/we.play’
[mə 'kɔlkə]/[nə kul'kwomə] ‘I.lie down/we.lie down’
[u mwar'tillə] ‘the hammer’ Cirigliano

In Gorgoglione, we find a similar distribution. (19a) illustrates propagation in 
some phonosyntactic contexts; (19a’) exemplifies word internal propagation. (19b) 
shows the contexts in which an intermediate coronal or palatal obstruent disallows 
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propagation, both in phonosyntactic and word internal contexts. Finally (19c) 
exemplifies propagation on a pre-tonic [a]. In the examples, the diphthong 
[ɛ] is the outcome from an underlying /a/ in open contexts, as in (19b, b’,b”). 

 (19) a.   [u 'mwɛttə] ‘it I.put’ b.   [u 'diʃtə] ‘the finger’
   [u 'pwe:ðə] ‘the foot’    [u 'nɛ	 a sə] ‘the nose’
   [u 'fwɛrmə] ‘it I.stop’    [u lattə]  ‘the milk’
   [nu 'fwɪʎ ʎ ə] ‘a son’    [u 'sɛ 

  lə] ‘the salt’
   [u 'kwɛ  sə] ‘the cheese’     [pur'tɛ amə] ‘we.bring’ 

  [u 'mwannə] ‘it he.sends’    [stu'tɛ amə] ‘we.put out’
       [ku'tʃi:mə] ‘we.cook’

a’. ['fu:mə]/[fu'mwɛ amə]  ‘I.smoke/we.smoke’     
  ['rɔmbə]/[rum'bwi:jə] ‘I break/I.broke’  
  ['ʃo:kə]/[ʃu'kwammə]  ‘I.play/we.played’ 

c. [u kwa'nɔskə]  ‘it I.know’      
  [u mwar'tiəllə] ‘the hammer’  Gorgoglione

A necessary requirement for the process to apply is that the consonant 
and the vowel hosting [w] must be adjacent. [r] in a second position of on-
set, interpolating between the labial/dorso-velar consonant and the vowel, 
generally blocks propagation, even if not obligatorily, as in (20b). On the 
contrary, a coda in the preceding syllable has no effect on the process, as in 
(20a). Finally, propagation does not apply to the metaphonic outcomes [i] 
(< *iə) in Cirigliano and [iə] in Gorgoglione, as in (20c). 

 (20) a.  ['rɔrmə]/[rur'mwejə]   ‘I.sleep/I.slept’
   [mə 'kɔlkə]/[nə kul'kwomə]  ‘I.liedown/we.lie down’
 b.   [u 'frə:tə]    ‘the brother’
   [u 'prɛutə]   ‘the priest’
   [u 'freiʃə]/[u 'frweiʃə]  ‘it I.fry’
  c. [u 'firrə]    ‘the iron’
   [u 'pirdə] ‘it you.lose’         Cirigliano

 a.  ['dɔrmə]/[dur'mwi:mə]   ‘I.sleep/we.sleep’
 b.  [u 'frɛ atə]   ‘the brother’
   [u 'pri:mə]   ‘it we.open’
   [u 'fri:ʃə]    ‘it I.fry’
   [u kra'pɛttə]   ‘the kid’
 c.     [u 'fiərrə]    ‘the iron’
     [u 'fiələ]    ‘the thread’
   [u 'miəttə]  ‘it you.put’        Gorgoglione

If the intermediate consonant is a labial or velar approximant [v ɣ], the 
result is the glide [w] realized in onset, as in (21).

a
a
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 (21) a. [u 'we:ʃə]  ‘him I.see’      b.  [a 've:ʃə]     ‘her I.see’
  [u 'waccə] ‘him I.find’         [a 'ɣaccə]    ‘her I.find’    Cirigliano
 
 a. [u 'weddə] ‘him I.saw’     b.  [a 'veddə]  ‘her I.saw’
  [u 'wattə]   ‘the cat’             [ɔ 'ɣattə]    ‘the cats’      Gorgoglione

The sensitivity to [u] is shared by labials [p b f v] and velars [k g ɣ]. In clas-
sical hierarchical models (Clements 1993; Clements and Hume 1995), labials 
and velars belong to different natural classes; labials are specified by the feature 
[labial], while velars by the feature [back/dorsal]. Coronals block the harmoniz-
ing process, in spite of being traditionally dealt with as consonants transparent 
to the vocalic harmonies. In the literature, proposals have been discussed that 
capture the relation between velars and labials, independently attested by a 
number of phenomena. Specifically, in the Jakobsonian model (Jakobson, Fant 
and Halle 1952; Jakobson 1971) the contrast grave/acute differentiates the 
segments characterized by a predominating lower side of the spectrum (grave) 
from those with a predominating upper side (acute). The grave segments are 
peripheral (velars, labials) with a larger and less comparted mouth cavity than 
that of the palatal and coronal segments (acute). Hence, [+grave] puts together 
labials and velars as sharing a low frequency configuration. The recourse to the 
feature [+grave] has been proposed to account for propagation phenomena like 
those we consider here, sensitive to the articulation place of the intermediate 
consonant (Savoia 1987; Loporcaro 2001; Schirru 2013).9 

Suppose that the process can be understood as a V-C phenomenon 
whereby the vowel properties [labial, dorsal] take into account the place 
properties of the following consonant. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude a role 
for the following vowel that is affected by the propagation, as in the case of 
the [o] realization in Cirigliano in (18). Indeed, the properties of the follow-
ing vowel control spreading of [u], which applies if this vowel is a stressed 
unrounded vowel or the low vowel [a]. Moreover, a metaphonic outcome 
can exclude propagation. Although we assign to the consonant a crucial role 
in the propagation, it is evident that it is [u] which contains the two relevant 
properties [round] and [back] able to select the consonantal context. What 
we want to say is that the spreading of [u] is driven by its cavity properties 
that search possible hosts where they can be licensed also by virtue of a cor-
responding property in the intermediate consonant.

In terms of the standard GP model, the tendential exclusion of the process 
if the intermediate onset is branching, i.e. including a velar or labial obstru-

9 The feature [+/-grave] is adopted by Schirru (2013) for capturing the contrast be-
tween the velar and labial consonants, admitting propagation of w, as in [ʎə kwanə] ‘the 
dog’/[nə fwattə] ‘a fact’, and the coronal consonants, that exclude propagation, as in [ʎə 
sjakkə] ‘the sack’, in the dialect of Terelle, in Comino Valley.
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ent followed by [r], as in (20b), could confirm the idea that [w] is inserted 
in the second slot of the onset. This solution would seem to be confirmed 
by the fact that the insertion of [w] takes place also when the nuclei or the 
rhymes are branching (Savoia 2015). In these contexts GP would exclude 
extra material inside the rhyme. Consider now the intermediate consonants. 
In the Element Theory framework, Harris and Lindsey (1995, 2000) and 
Harris (1994) assign the [U] component to labials and the resonance element 
[ə] to velars. Coronals are characterized by a specialized resonance property 
excluding a complex content. By virtue of this analysis, only labials would 
share the element [U] with the propagating vowel. Backley (2011), taking 
into account the processes that deal with velars and labials in a uniform way, 
assigns both consonantal classes the element [U], corresponding to an acoustic 
structure with a dominant low side of the spectrum. Differently from velars, 
in labials, [U] has the role of head in the melodic expression. If we take it that 
[U] characterizes both velars and labials, propagation can be accounted for 
in a natural way. Indeed, the relation between velars and labials is no longer 
a consequence of different properties of [u] but corresponds to the real shar-
ing of the resonance properties codified by the element [U] in consonants. 

Following the GP framework, [U] spreading can be depicted as in (23a,b) 
where the domain of the stressed nucleus shares the melodic content with the 
pre-tonic vowel. Spreading is the result of the constraint in (22), requiring 
that [u] in a pre-tonic position is admitted if [U] is realized in the domain of 
the stressed nucleus (Savoia in press a). [U] associates to the second position 
of the onset in (23a). In the case of the assimilation of [ə] to [o] in (23b) the 
element [U] is shared with the stressed vowel. If we interpret [ə] as a non-
headed configuration including the element [A], assimilation can be treated 
as the result of propagation of [U], whereby the stressed nucleus subsumes 
this specification. 

 (22)   [U] in the pre-tonic nucleus is licensed by [U] associated to the onset conso- 
 nant in the immediate domain of the stressed nucleus or a pre-tonic [A].

 (23)     a. ┌─── < ─ N   b.┌─── < ─ N
                │      │                     │        │
 N      N ──> ──┐      N        N ──> ──┐
 │      │        │                    │        │           │
 N      A        N  O   N                    N      O       N  O        N
 │      │ h   │ h  │   │                    │      │ h   │ h  │     │
 x       x    x   x    x     x    x                     x      x    x   x   x   x     x
 │      │   │  │   │  │    │            │     │   │  │f    │    │
 u       p    w  e     i   r      ə                       u      k   w    o        s      ə
 │      │    │       │     │ f  hf  h
 U      U    │                                    U     U     U     A
 └─ > ──┘       └─ > ──┘                      Cirigliano
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In these varieties, intervocalic [v ɣ] are realized as approximants coincid-
ing with the only resonance property [U], as in (21a). According to Kaye, 
Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1985, 1990), these segments lack the consonantal 
properties necessary to license a complex onset. This fits in with the fact that 
they do not subsume a second element. In the presence of initial [ɣ] or [w] 
all it is necessary for satisfying the assimilatory process, is that [U] is shared 
by pre-tonic vowel and initial approximant. In both cases, the element [U] is 
legitimized in the domain of the stressed nucleus.

3.1 A minimalist analysis of propagation

We can restate the analysis in (23) in the terms of the approach proposed 
in Section 1. If we consider generalized propagation in Cerchiara in (15), the 
representation in (24) is adequate, in which a rising diphthong is formed 
through inserting [u] in the nuclear space of the stressed vowel. The harmoniz-
ing effect ratifies licensing in its domain. The consonant content is transparent 
to harmony, which only requires that [u] in pre-tonic position be licensed by 
[u] in stressed position. 

 (24)     N          N           N        
           │        f  h           │           
            x     n     x        æ    s    ə

          h     f           
           [U]    [u ꞌnuæsə]  ‘the nose’         Cerchiara

Pass now to the Lucanian varieties where the intermediate consonant 
contributes to licensing of [u]. The reduced notion of structure we adopt 
allows us to treat this mechanism in a simple and natural way, unlike models 
providing rich and rigid structural representations. Specifically, no clear formal 
way for capturing the relation between the onset, the trigger of propagation 
and the stressed nucleus is provided by GP. In fact, the onset has no direct 
licensing relation with a pre-tonic nucleus, considering that in GP the on-
sets are not in the immediate domain of the nucleus and that nuclei form a 
special tier regulating harmonizing/propagation. In short, it is not evident 
by virtue of what structural principle the velar/labial onset interacts with the 
[U] propagation from the pre-tonic vowel.

In (25b), [u]/[w] inside the domain of the stressed nucleus satisfy the 
requirement whereby the occurrence of [U] in the preceding vowel must be 
licensed, according to (22) now reformulated into (25a). In these dialects the 
stressed nucleus legitimizes [u] by virtue of the agreement with [U] in the 
intermediate velar or labial consonant. More precisely, licensing exploits [U] 
in the adjacent consonant; hence, velars and labials contribute to interpret-
ing [U] in the domain of the stressed nucleus. A simpler type of assimilation 
is instantiated by the contexts in (21), where an intermediate velar or labial 
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approximant changes to [w]. In (25c) this type of assimilation is analysed, 
where licensing is implemented by [U] associated to the intermediate posi-
tion. We can connect the shift to a glide reading of the intermediate [U] 
with the fact that the [U] element is interpreted entirely inside the nuclear 
domain, where it is treated as the onglide of a sequence onglide-long vowel. 
This realization satisfies licensing in that it interprets [U] in the domain of 
the stressed nucleus, as in (25b), and at once it preserves/manifests the [U] 
content of the intermediate element.

 (25) a.  [U] in the pre-tonic nucleus is licensed by [U] present in the do-
                         main of the stressed nucleus and in the intermediate consonant
                (essentially, in all segments of the relevant domain)

 b.          N
         f  h

            N                 f         N           N        
                    │              f           f  h         │           
                     x      p     x          e      i    r   ə

                 h  │  f            
                   [U]    [u 'pueirə]  ‘the foot’       Cirigliano

c.          N
         f  h

       N            f      N               N        
              │         f        f  h              │           
               x       x        x       x     ʃ      ə

                      h f             h f
                    [U]           [I,A]              [u 'we:ʃə]‘him I.see’       Cirigliano

In the processes where [u]/[w] are propagated or preserved (cf. Section 5) 
by virtue of an adjacent velar (or labial), [u]/[w] manifest the licensing relation.10 
The stressed or full nucleus takes in this domain the cavity content of the pre-
tonic vowel exploiting the corresponding cavity property of the adjacent conso-
nant. Licensing can be understood as nothing but the assimilatory mechanism. 

Propagation in the Stigliano dialect introduces interesting clues as regards 
the relation between the propagating element [U], the adjacent consonant and 
the target nucleus. In this variety, the harmonic spreading affects all stressed 
vowels and also pre-tonic [a]. It is of note that in the Stigliano variety the 
original /u/ in pre-tonic position is generally realized as [ə]  (cf. the discussion 
in section 6). However, this neutralization is variably realized, in the sense 

10 It is of note that in (25b,c) an onglide-head-offglide sequence is created, similar to 
the ones discussed in Pöchtrager (2015) for Chinese. Our treatment can be compared with 
the solution of Pöchtrager, insofar as it assumes a projection comprising one head preceded 
and followed by a licensed position.
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that in pre-tonic contexts of propagation the short lax [ʊ] can be heard. In 
the large transcription in (26) we have left out this indication.

The data in (26), display word-internal contexts and phonosyntactic 
contexts D-N and Cl-V respectively. The presence of [ə] between the trigger 
of the harmony and the stressed nucleus does not block spreading, as in (26h). 
The outcomes of the harmony for stressed /a/ are [ɔː], in (26a), [w ɔ ]ː follow-
ing a velar consonant in open syllables, in (26b), and [wa] in closed syllables, 
in (26c). For pre-tonic [a] we find the same outcomes, i.e. [w ɔ] after a velar 
consonant in open syllables, in (26d), [wa] in closed syllables, in (26e), and 
[ɔ] in the other contexts, in (26f ). For the other stressed vowels, we find the 
simple insertion of a [w]/[u] segment, in (26g); the outcomes of metaphony 
may also be affected (cf. (17b)). We note that in this variety pre-tonic /u/, final 
positions of clitics and articles included, neutralizes to [ə]. We assume that in 
underlying representations the specification [U], associated to the masculine 
singular D and the masculine singular accusative Cl, triggers the process. 
Finally (26i) illustrates the alternations affecting the initial approximants [v 
ɣ] that in propagation contexts are replaced by [w], as in (21). In the column 
on the right, the alternants with the lexical vowel are provided. 

(26) a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
f. 

g.

h.
i.

[kənꞌdɔ:və] ‘I.sang’ 
[lə 'nɔ:sə] ‘the nose’ 
[lə ꞌfɔ:jə] ‘it.m you.do’
[nə kəlꞌkwɔmə] ‘we.lie down’
[lə 'kwɔnə] ‘the dog’
[lə 'skwɔrə] ‘it.m I.comb’
[addəmꞌmwannə] ‘I.ask’
[lə 'lwaskwə] ‘him I.leave’
 [fʊkwɔꞌriddə] ‘little fire’
[lə kwɔꞌnɔskə] ‘him I.know’
  [lə kwatꞌtʃa:mə] ‘it we.take out’
[lə mɔrꞌtiddə] ‘the hammer’
 [lə sɔlꞌva:mə] ‘him we.save’
[lə sɔꞌpeimə] ‘it.m we.know’
[nəꞌtʃwɛddə] ‘nut-dimin’
[lə ꞌdwɪʃtə] ‘the finger’
[lə dəꞌvɔ:kə] ‘it.m I.empty’
 [lə ꞌweivə] ‘it I.drink’

a’.

b’.

c’.

d’.
e’.

g’.

h’.
i’.

[ꞌkɔndə] ‘I.sing’
['na:sə] ‘nose’
[la ꞌfa:jə] ‘it.f you.do’
[mə ꞌkɔlkə] ‘I.lie down’
['ka:nə] ‘dog’
['ska:rə] ‘I.comb’
[lə ꞌkwambə] ‘the field’
[la 'laskwə] ‘her I.leave’
[ꞌfu:kə] ‘fire’
[la kaꞌnɔskə] ‘her I.know’
[katꞌtʃa:mə] ‘we.take out’
[marꞌtiddə] ‘hammer’
[la salꞌva:mə] ‘her we.save’
[saꞌpeimə] ‘we.know’
[ꞌneutʃə] ‘nut’
[ꞌdɪʃtə] ‘finger’
[la dəꞌva:kə] ‘it.f I.empty’
[la ꞌveivə] ‘it.fI.drink’       Stigliano

The data in (26) show that also in Stigliano, propagation is sensitive to the 
velar articulation of the intermediate consonant. A velar obstruent between 
[U] and [a] induces a double realization of [U], which occurs as [w] after 
the consonant and as the vocalic velarized outcome [ɔ]. The data of Stigliano 
witness also the possibility that licensing can be entirely subsumed by the 
nucleus. Indeed, the [ɔ] outcome can legitimize [U] in the preceding vocalic 
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slot without that [w] is independently required, as in (27a). In the contexts 
kaCV... we find two copies of [U], one on the vowel, that converts to [ɔ], and 
the other one as [w] between k and ɔ, as in (27b).

 (27)    a.  N        A          N          
                                │         f  h             │                    
                  l      x      n       x      x     s      ə

                               ph f     
                              [U]     [lə ꞌnɔ:sə] ‘the nose’ 

 b.           N               N N          
                           │              f  h           │                     
              l     x    k       x     x   s       ə

                              h h fqh  
               [U]            [A]     [lə ꞌkwɔnə] ‘the nose’       Stigliano
  

The arrangement in (27b) confirms the idea that the nucleus is inde-
pendently active in legitimizing [U]. In fact, also in the contexts with a velar 
obstruent that in turn attracts [w], [a] can implements licensing by realizing 
the harmonic result [ɔ]. As in the case of Cirigliano in (25b) the [w] glide 
legitimized by the velar obstruent expresses the relation between the (stressed/
[a]) nucleus and the consonant in its domain. Specifically, in Stiglianese the 
intermediate velar manifests the assimilation with pre-tonic vowel only if the 
nucleus interprets [U] in its turn by means of the velarized realization [ɔ].

In Stigliano dialect propagation applies even if between the harmoniz-
ing trigger and the stressed nucleus one or more [ə]s occur, as in (26h). This 
possibility implies a further parameter, connecting propagation to classical 
harmonies (Demirdache 1988). In this dialect, the application does not require 
adjacency between the triggering nucleus and the hosting nucleus. Moreover, 
relaxing adjacency is constrained by the melodic content of intervening vowels 
that need be devoid of any place specification. In other words, we can assign 
to the central vowel [ə] the simple content coinciding with the formantic ele-
ment [F1] adopted in (10) (see discussion in section 6.1). The requirement 
whereby it is the stressed nucleus or pre-tonic [a] that attract [U], is valid; 
however, intervening [ə]s are not interpreted by propagation, that takes into 
account only nuclei introducing a specific cavity configuration [U], [I], [A]. 
As suggested in (28), [F1] is out of the scope of propagation that instead is 
hosted within the long stressed nucleus. 

 (28)             N       [F1]          A             N          
                           │         │          f  h            │                    
             l      x    d    x    v    x      x     k    ə

                              p    h f    
                                [U]     [lə də ꞌvɔ:kə] ‘it.f I.empty’  Stigliano
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Before concluding the analysis of propagation it is interesting to note 
that propagation systematically applies in derivational contexts and in enclitic 
imperative contexts. The examples of diminutive form are repeated in (29). 
Naturally, given the word internal nature of diminutive morphology (or other 
derivational morphemes), the process applies exactly as in the other word 
internal domains.

(29) a. [fʊkwɔꞌriddə] ‘little fire’
[nəꞌtʃwɛddə]‘nut-dimin.’
[ʊrtəꞌtʃwiddə] ‘little garden’

[fukwa'rillə] ‘little fire’
[vukkwaꞌrɛllə] ‘small mouth’
[ɣulꞌpwaccə] ‘little fox’

b. [ꞌfu:kə] ‘fire’
[ꞌneutʃə] ‘nut’
[ꞌurtə] ‘garden’         Stigliano

['fu:kə] ‘fire’
[ꞌvɔkkə] ‘mouth’
[ꞌɣɔlpə] ‘fox’          Cirigliano

A different morphosyntactic status characterizes the enlarged domains 
where the enclitics adjoin to the verbal base, as in imperatives. Also in these 
contexts, propagation is triggered, as in (30b). In these dialects, enclisis to the 
imperative determines the stress shift to the final vowel of the verb. It is of note 
that in the examples in (30b) the stressed vowel preceding the enclitic is not 
a part of the clitic but coincides with the thematic vowel of the verbal lexical 
entry. This segmentation is confirmed by the fact that the quality of the vowel 
varies according to the verbal class, i.e. /-a-/ (realized as [ɔ] in Stigliano and [o] 
in Cirigliano) in the first conjugation and -ei- in the second/third conjugation.

(30) a. [ꞌtukkə ꞌkʊstə] ‘touch this!’
[ꞌkundə ꞌkʊstə] ‘count this!’
[ꞌrumbə ꞌkʊstə] ‘break this!’
[ꞌkeutʃə ꞌkʊstə] ‘cook this’

[ꞌtukkə ꞌkʊllə] ‘touch that!’
[ꞌkundə ꞌtʊttə ꞌko:sə] ‘count all things!’
[ꞌruppə] ‘break!’

b. [tʊkꞌkwɔ-lə] ‘touch it!’
[kʊnꞌdwɔ-lə] ‘count it!’
[rʊmꞌbwei-lə] ‘break it!’
[kʊꞌtʃwei-lə] ‘cook it!’      Stigliano

[tʊkꞌkwo-lə] ‘touch it!’
[kʊnꞌdwo-lə] ‘count it!’
[rupꞌpwei-lə] ‘break it!’        Cirigliano

We follow the proposal in Manzini and Savoia (submitted) whereby the 
stress reassignment is due to specialized phonological/metrical properties that 
lexicalize the interpretive properties of enclitics. More precisely, a ‘prosodic fea-
ture [FOOT]’ associated to the lexical entry of the clitic fixes stress assignment, 
as in (31a). The enclitics trigger a domain in which the stressed nucleus licenses 
a weak nucleus on its right, giving rise to the sequence in (31b). 

 (31) a. [FOOT]: Construct a binary left-headed domain that includes
  the last vowel of the postlexical string. (from Manzini and Savoia,
  submitted)
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 b.         N
         f  h
     N                f        N                    N          

                     │             f          f  h                  │           
             r       x          m    b   x            e      i     #    l     ə

                    u        f                  
                        [U]                 [rʊmꞌbweilə] ‘break it!’        Stigliano

In other words, in the presence of an enclitic, the final vowel of the verb 
takes on the stress and propagation regularly applies. 

The literature on the stress reassignment in enclitic strings in the impera-
tive in South Italian dialects assigns a crucial role to the antepenultimate stress 
avoidance. Bafile (1994) assumes that stress reassignment in clitic groups is a 
repair strategy that modifies ill-formed metrical sequences created in postlexi-
cal enlarged domains. According to Peperkamp (1996) stress reassignment in 
Lucanian varieties depends on the fact that clitics are incorporated inside the 
Phonological Word and the preferred trochaic metrical organization is applied. 
Ordóñez and Repetti (2005) attribute stress shift to the morpho-syntactic 
status of the enclitics, that they identify with ‘weak’ pronouns. Manzini and 
Savoia (submitted) show that in these dialects there is no clear refusal of the 
antepenultimate stress, thus excluding a mere phonological mechanism. 
Similarly, they dispute the idea of Ordóñez and Repetti (2005), concluding 
that the category of ‘weak’ pronouns is untenable. 

4. Preservation of l before labials and velars

In this section, we will concentrate on the relation between labials and 
velars, in particular the proposal that they share the same cavity compo-
nent [U]. A proof of this is provided by other phenomena that unify the 
behaviour of these two classes of obstruents; particularly we will examine 
the preservation of l before labials and velars in some Italian varieties. As we 
saw, the relation between velars and palatals could be accounted for on the 
basis of the two properties [labial (rounded), back] of [u]. Our conclusion 
is that this solution is inadequate in that it does not capture the relation 
between these two classes of consonants. The solution provided by Element 
Theory by assigning the element [U] both to velars and labials seems to be 
on the right track. 

In some Romance varieties the pre-consonantal (coda) lateral is pre-
served in cotexts where it precedes a velar or a labial onset. In (32) the data 
of the Piedmontese variety of Lessolo (Torino) and those of some Lucanian 
and Calabrian varieties are presented. (32i) presents contexts where an 
original l- precedes a coronal/palato-alveolar, (32ii) presents contexts l-labial/
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velar. In the first case *l changed to a velar outcome of the type of [u], while 
in the other context the lateral is preserved or, in many dialects, for instance 
Senise,  has changed to [r].

 (32) i. *l-coronal/palato-alveolar  ii.     *l-labial/velar 
   [aut]/['auta] ‘high.m/f ’          [vu:lp] ‘fox’
                [ku'tɛl] ‘knife’           [ku:lp] ‘blow’
    [kaut]/['kauda] ‘hot.m/f ’            [bal'kuŋ] ‘balcony’
                [kau'dɛra] ‘boiler’           [su:lk] ‘furrow’
                [i 'ausu] ‘I.lift’    
                [kaus] ‘kick’         Lèssolo
      
   ['kaßəðə] ‘hot.m’                       ['vurpə] ‘fox’  
   ['ɣaßətə] ‘high.m’                         [tə 'kurkə] ‘you.lie down’
   [mə 'ɣaßətsə] ‘I.stand.up’                                              Cassano
 
   ['ɣautə] ‘high.m’                         ['ɣɔlpə] ‘fox’   
   ['kaurə] ‘hot.m’                         ['palmə] ‘palm’
   ['kautʃə] ‘kick’                          [mə 'kɔlkə] ‘I.lie down’
   ['fautʃə] ‘scythe’                         ['solkə] ‘furrow’  Cirigliano

   ['ɣautə] ‘high.m’           ['ɣurpə] ‘fox’
   ['kaurə] ‘hot.m’            ['surkə] ‘furrow’
   ['kautsə] ‘pants’            [bar'kɔ:nə] ‘balcony’
   ['fautʃə] ‘scythe’                          Senise 
   

A reasonable conjecture is that the original *l first changed to a velarized 
lateral [ɫ] before coronals and palato-alveolars and then to a vocalic element 
[u]. Hence, labials and velars share a property that blocks velarization and 
vocalization. A possible line of explanation is that velarization before velar and 
labial obstruent is prevented by virtue of OCP (Obligatory Contour Principle; 
Leben 1973, 1978; Goldsmith 1990), whereby two adjacent identical elements 
(in this case [U]) on the same tier are forbidden, as suggested in (33). This 
should drive the lateral in coda to be retained in these contexts, and possibly 
to change to [r], as in Senise in (32). Anyway, we are induced to conclude that 
velars and labials actually have a common property that prevents the velarized 
liquid from changing to a vowel before these obstruents.11

11 An anonymous reviewer suggests that “an equally plausible scenario is where cor-
onals promote vocalisation and labials and dorsals are simply the residue”. This solution 
would imply a different mechanism, based on dissimilation or strengthening of perceptual 
contrast between two adjacent positions. 
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 (33)  N                N              
            │                  │            

     ɣ        ɔ      x      x        ə                         
                       │     │                                             
                    *[U]  [U]     
    │
                 [ʔ]  ['ɣɔlpə] ‘fox’             Cirigliano

Naturally, in order that OCP is able to apply, velars and labials must share 
the [U] element associated to the coda slot in (33). In short, this distribution 
seems to confirm the analysis of velar and labial obstruents as endowed with 
the [U] element. In this sense, in a traditional treatment the velarization in 
(32i) would correspond to a request of contrast (dissimilation), complemen-
tary to application of OCP. Obviously, other possible analyses exist. Our idea 
is that [U], as a property of the original lateral, appears in contexts where it 
is autonomously realized, i.e. entirely licensed by the preceding nucleus. As 
a consequence, the adjacency with a consonant incorporating [U] excludes 
the velarized outcomes.

More precisely, velarization is the phenomenon in which a coda vocal-
izes gaining a more perceptible (sonorous) melodic content in the prosodic 
domain, as in (34a,b). Complementarily to velarization, in many Lucanian 
and Calabrian varieties, [u] consonantizes to [β v], selecting the labial realiza-
tion of [U], as in the examples from Cassano in (32); this outcome implies 
the occurrence of a vocalic nucleus [ə]. 

 (34) a.      N     N  b.   N         N         N
    f  h           │                                     │          │         │

              f     [A]  [U]   tʃ   ə                         f    [A]  [U]  ə    tʃ    ə
          
                    ['fautʃə]          Cirigliano   ['faβətʃə]                Cassano

All things considered, we can analyse the relation between the velarized/
labialized outcome from original l and the following consonant as suggested 
in (34a), where the licensing relation internal to the domain on the stressed 
vowel is preserved. Hardening requires that [u] can be interpreted as an in-
dependent component in the enlarged domain, thus excluding any type of 
assimilation, as in (34b).

5. [u] preservation and propagation in velar contexts in Ruvo di Puglia and 
Accettura varieties.

There are varieties in which spreading of [u] is limited only to word in-
ternal velar consonant contexts, as in Ruvo di Puglia (from now on Ruvo) and 
Accettura in (35) and (36).  In these dialects, where the unstressed underlying 
/o u/ realize as [ə], the specification [+rounded, +back]/[U] is saved by asso-
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ciating it to an adjacent velar onset, where the component [w] is anchored to 
the consonant. (35a)-(36a) illustrate the contexts where [w] propagates from 
the preceding unstressed vowel to the following stressed domain including a 
stressed nucleus deriving from *a. (35b)-(36b) show contexts where an un-
stressed /o u/ following a velar onset decomposes into the sequence [wə]. The 
same holds for post-tonic contexts in (35c)-(36c). It is of note that cases such 
as ['kɔlkə]/[kwəl'kwə:mə] ‘I.lie down/we.lie down’ show a double realization 
of [w], corresponding to the two possible contexts triggering the realization 
of [w] on an adjacent [k] in pre-tonic contexts and in the stressed contexts.

In the system of Accettura the lexical level vowels /i a u/ in open syllable 
realize as [ə], cf. (36d.ii). The pair ['kwə:sə]/['kʊsənə] ‘I.sew/they.sew’ in 
(36b) exemplifies the alternation between different realizations of the stressed 
underlying/lexical level /u/. As shown in Section 2, [ʊ] occurs in __CC and 
antepenultimate contexts, while [ə:] occurs in open contexts. This variety 
preserves the underlying specification [U] in the context of a velar onset by 
anchoring [w] on the velar onset as in (35a,b,c). In any case, we find a sequence 
[wə] that combines [U] with the realization [ə]. This sequence can arise from 
a lexical pre-tonic [u] preceded by [k], as in (36b), and in post-tonic position 
as in (36c). The second alternants in (36a) and (36b) such as [ʃə'kwəmə] ‘we.
play’ show the realizations [wə] created by propagation of pre-tonic lexical /u/ 
to the following stressed nucleus [ə] by anchoring to the intermediate velar. 
In other words, the [U] component of an /u/ adjacent to a velar onset realizes 
as [w] on the velar consonant, independently of whether it is in a stressed 
or unstressed domain, as in ['kwə:sə]/[kwə'sə:mə] ‘I sew/we sew’. Hence, the 
system of Accettura is different from the one of Ruvo where the back vowel  is 
preserved in stressed position, as in ['kɔ:ʃə]/[kwə'ʃɛimə] ‘I sew/we sew’ in (35b). 
The data in (35d)-(36d) exemplify the realizations of /a/ in the two varieties; 
so [a] occurs in open position, while, in closed position we find [ɔ:] in Ruvo 
and [ə:] in Accettura. (35d.ii)-(36d.ii) show that propagation is excluded  in 
phono-syntactic contexts. (35d.iii)-(36diii) shows that a labial is unable to 
attract or preserve the element [U] of an adjacent [u]. Finally (36d.iv) shows 
that the occurrence of [k] is admitted independently of the presence of [w].

 (35) a. ['ʃɔ:kə]/[ʃə'kwɔmə] ‘I.play/we.play’ 
  ['tuɐkkənə]/[tək'kwɔmə] ‘I.touch/we.touch’

b.   ['kɔlkə]/[kwəl'kwɔmə] ‘I.lie down/we.lie down’
['kɔ:ʃə]/[kwə'ʃɛimə] ‘I.sew/we.sew’ 

   [kwər'tiddə]/[kwər'tiɐddərə] ‘knife/knives’
c. ['pikwərə] ‘sheep’, ['muɐskwə] ‘fly/flys’ 
d. i. ['nɔ:sə] ‘nose’ vs. [vrattsə] ‘arm’

ii. ['kɔ:nə]/[u 'kɔ:nə] ‘dog/the dog’
iii. ['feumə]/[fə'mɔ:mə] ‘I.smoke/we.smoke’
  ['duɐrmə]/[drəm'mɛimə] ‘I.sleep/we.sleep’        Ruvo  
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 (36)  a.  ['ʃo:kə]/[ʃə'kwə:mə] ‘I.play/we.play’
  ['tɔkkə]/[tək'kwə:mə] ‘I.touch/we.touch’ 

b.  ['kɔlkə]/[kwəl'kwə:mə] ‘I.lie down/we.lie down’
['ko:tʃə]/[kwə'tʃə:mə] ‘I.cook/we.cook’
['kwə:sə]/[kwə'sə:mə]/['kʊsənə] ‘I.sew/we.sew/they.sew’
['kɔntə]/[kwən'də:mə] ‘I.sing/we.sing’
[fukwə'lə:rə] ‘hearth’, [kwər'tiddə] ‘knife’

c.  ['ə:kwə]  ‘needle’, [veʃkwə] ‘I.see’, ['dəkwə] ‘I.say’ 
['pikwərə] ‘sheep’, [fər'mekwələ] ‘ant’

d.  i. ['nə:sə] ‘nose’ vs. ['ɣaddə] ‘cock’ 
ii. ['kə:nə]/[u 'kə:nə] ‘dog/the dog’
iii. ['fə:mə]/[fə'mə:mə] ‘I.smoke/we.smoke’  

  iv. ['sɛkkə]/[sək'kə:mə] ‘I.dry/we.dry’                Accettura

In the varieties spoken in Ruvo and Accettura, also (underlying) back vowels 
realize as [ə] in unstressed position. A velar consonant in the onset, specifically 
[k], saves [U]. In Accettura dialect, this mechanism concerns also the stressed 
[ə:] deriving from an original u in open syllable. [U] propagates to the follow-
ing syllable if the onset is [k] and the nucleus is a schwa, in Accettura, or 1st 
plural person -ɔ- in Ruvo. In the form [kwəl'kwɔmə] ‘we.lie down’ of Ruvo in 
(37), both processes apply, namely propagation of [U] from pre-tonic slot and 
decomposition of /u/ to [wə] in the context k__. In (37) the sharing of the 
melodic content realizes the licensing process implemented in these sequences. 

 (37)         N                        N             N          
                        f  h                           f  h              │                    
            k         x       ə     l      k      x        ɔ       m    ə

            h f                h f         
                       [U]                           [U]  [kwəl'kwɔmə] ‘we.lie down’        Ruvo

In pre-tonic contexts, the nucleus [U] of the lexical base is retained in a 
weak position inside the metrical domain of the stressed nucleus, where its le-
gitimization is favoured by sharing [U] with [k]. Given that the velar is involved 
in licensing only in the domain of [u] (see (36d.iv)), we must conclude that the 
agreement on [U] between the vowel and the consonant is able to implement 
licensing. In (37) [U] in pre-tonic position is interpreted in the domain of the 
stressed nucleus in contexts where [U] is anchored also on the adjacent conso-
nant. This means that in a sequence such as the one in (37), two copies of [U] 
are realized, both saved by the adjacent velar. To sum up, the occurrence of [U] 
in pre-tonic and in stressed nucleus manifests the prosodic relation between 
segments in terms of phonetic agreement on some resonance property. The 
preservation allows [u] and [k] to have a more perceptually adequate output. 
This requirement is satisfied in all contexts where it is possible, i.e. when a velar 
is adjacent to [u] (Kaun 1995; Walker 2005; see discussion in 5). 
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A labial consonant is not involved, differently from what we have seen in 
the case of propagation discussed in Section 3. We can express this restriction 
by assuming that the element [U] involved is not the head, as suggested in the 
characterization of labials and velars presented in Section 3 (Backley 2011). 
We can think that the headedness is nothing but a contrastive property; in 
the case of labials and velars, [U] contrasts labials, where it is the place, with 
velars, where it specifies a resonance property not dependent on a labial place. 
Hence, varieties such as those of Ruvo and Accettura take into account only 
[U] as a resonance property affecting the spectral structure of the adjacent 
vowel. This excludes the place interpretation of [U]. 

Turn now to the contexts of Accettura in (36b) that show licensing inde-
pendently of propagation. As noted, in the stressed contexts the sequence [wə] 
corresponds to an underlying /u/ in open position. The nucleus [ə] realizes 
the only element [A]. So, we must admit that the cavity element [A] is able by 
itself to introduce the stress properties (duration and intensity). The element 
[U], encoded in the lexical base, is interpreted as an autonomous segment 
inside the domain of the nucleus. The preceding [k], in turn legitimized by 
the stressed nucleus, contributes to interpreting [U] by sharing it, as in (38).

 (38)         N        N         
                        f  h        │             
           k        x       ə     s      ə

           h f                      
         [U]   ['kwəsə] ‘I.sew’                 Accettura

As mentioned in 2, some authors (cf. Clements and Hume 1995) proposed 
separating on different tiers consonantal and vowel place properties. Actu-
ally, phenomena of the type we have examined allow to conclude that this 
distinction is inadequate at least since it is unable to capture the interaction 
between consonants and vowels largely testified by harmonizing processes. 

6. Preservation of pre-tonic [u] in the Apulian dialect of Corato

In many Southern Italian varieties, unstressed vowels are subject to 
a neutralization process that converts them to schwa except [a] which is 
preserved. Nevertheless, many dialects retain some of the properties of an 
original rounded back vowel, as we have seen for Ruvo and Accettura. In 
the Apulian variety of Corato, pre-tonic [u] adjacent to a velar consonant is 
systematically retained, as discussed in D’Introno and Weston (1997, 2002) 
and Bucci (2013).

The phonological system of Corato, just like the other Central Apulian 
and Lucanian varieties, is characterized by the contrast in duration and qual-
ity of stressed vowels according to whether they occur in open syllable or in 
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closed syllable/position (see Section 2). We remember that the open position 
is the context where the nucleus is followed by a simple consonant in turn 
preceding a nucleus; the closed position corresponds to the contexts where 
the nucleus is followed by a sequence of two consonantal slots or, in these 
dialects, it is in antepenultimate position. In open position, stressed vowel is 
branching, realizing as a long vowel or a falling diphthong. In closed position, 
stressed vowels are short and present specialized realizations. So, this contrast 
generally implies specialized cavity/aperture degree properties, as noted in 
D’Introno and Weston (1997, 2002). In Corato variety, the length contrast 
between stressed vowels in open and in closed contexts is signalled by means 
of duration, aperture degree and diphthongization. As for mid vowels, in open 
contexts we find high-mid outcomes (39a) or the falling diphthongs [ai au] 
(39b), while in closed contexts low-mid outcomes occur, as in (39c). High 
vowels are preserved in open contexts, as in (39e), while in closed contexts 
high-mid/high [-ATR] outcomes arise (39f ). Analogously to the other dialects 
of its area, Corato dialect presents metaphony operating both on high mid 
and low mid vowels. In the first case, we find high outcomes (39g), in the 
second case the diphthongs [ie uo] occur (39h). 

(39) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

['pe:də] ‘foot’
['maisə] ‘month’
['dɛʃʃətə] ‘fingers’
[a'tʃɛddərə] ‘birds’
[fər'mi:kə] ‘ant’
['fɪɟɟə] ‘son’
['mi:sə] ‘months’
['piedə] ‘feet’

['no:və] ‘new.f.sg/pl’
['saulə] ‘sun’
['vɔkkə] ‘mouth’
['ɔccərə] ‘eyes’
['ku:sə] ‘I.sew’
['kʊsənə] ‘they.sew’
['kʊrtə] ‘short.m.sg/pl’
['nuovə] ‘new.m.sg/pl’      Corato

As  a first step, in (40) we present the data illustrating the treatment of the 
pre-tonic vowels, that we gathered during a recent (2016) field investigation. 
Although these data essentially correspond to those of D’Introno and Weston, 
they add some interesting refinements. The examples in (40) concern bases 
with a rounded back vowel alternating between stressed and pre-tonic posi-
tion where neutralization to [ə] could be expected, as in (40e). The data are 
subdivided according to the nature of the preceding or following consonant 
adjacent to lexical [ɔ o u]. So (40a) illustrates the alternation in the context 
where a velar onset precedes the rounded back vowel, which is retained and 
realized as [u]. (40b) illustrates the contexts where a velar onset follows the 
lexical rounded back vowel and propagation of [u] emerges on the following 
velar in similar terms to the ones observed for the Ruvo and Accettura dialects 
in (35a,b) and (36a,b). If the immediately preceding consonant is not velar, 
[ə] occurs, as in (40b’); preservation of [u] is not excluded, at least in the 
presence of a labial onset, like in (40b”). The presence of a labial preceding or 
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following the rounded back vowel does not induce retaining [u], as shown by 
the examples in (40c). The data in (40d) illustrate the fact that in the strings 
with an initial trochee the preservation of the rounded back vowel associated 
to the secondary word stress is favoured. In these contexts, preservation seems 
to be independent of the quality of the adjacent consonant, even though 
not obligatory as indicated by the cases in (40d’). In the case of bases with a 
front vowel preceding the main-stressed nucleus, [ə] is systematically found 
independently of the nature of the adjacent consonants, as in (40e’). 

(40) a.

b.
b’.

b”.
c.

d. 

d’.

e.

e’.

['ku:sə]/[ku'si:mə] ‘I.sew/we.sew’
['kɔndzə]/[kun'dza:mə] ‘I.season/we.season’ 
[s avvrə'gɔɲɲə]/[n avvrəguɲ'ɲa:mə] ‘he.is ashamed/we.are ashamed’
[arrə'kɔrdə]/[arrəkur'da:mə] ‘I.remember/we.remember’
['kurtə]/[kurta'rieddə] ‘short/a few short’
['skaupə]/[sku'pɛttə] ‘broom/small broom’
[mə 'kɔkkə]/[nə kuk'kwamə] ‘I.lie down/we.lie down’
['ʃo:kə]/[ʃə'kwamə] ‘I.play/we.play’
['tsaukə]/[tsə'kwɪddə] ‘rope/small rope’ 
['mɔskwə]/[məs'kwɪddə] ‘fly/midge’
[mbə'kwa] ‘to heat’
['vɔkkə]/[vuk'kɛddə] ‘mouth/little mouth’
['pɔrtə]/[pər'ta:mə] ‘I.bring/we.bring’
[arrə'vɔɟɟə]/[arrəvəɟ'ɟa:mə] ‘I.cover/we.cover’
['fu:ʃə]/[fə'ʃi:mə] ‘I.scape/we.scape’
['pu:tə]/[pə'ta:mə] ‘I.prune/we.prune’ 
['mo:və]/[mə'vi:mə] ‘I.move/we.move’
 ['ko:rə]/[korə'tʃieddə] ‘heart/small heart’
['vɔttə]/[vɔttə'tʃɛddə] ‘barrel/small barrel’
['uossə]/[ɔssə'tʃieddə] ‘bone/small bone’
['ɔmənə]/[ɔmə'nieddə] ‘man/little man’
['mɔnəkə]/[mɔnə'kɛddə] ‘nun/little nun’
['ɟuommərə]/[ɟəmə'rieddə] ‘ball/small ball’
[tʃə'pɔddə]/[tʃəpəd'dʊttsə] ‘onion/small onion’
['dɔrmə]/[dər'mi:mə] ‘I.sleep/we.sleep’
['ro:tə]/[rə'tɛddə] ‘while/small while’
[rən'dzo:lə]/[rəndzə'lieddə] ‘sheet/small sheet’
['fɪɟɟə]/[fəɟɟa'rieddə] ‘son/little son’
[fər'mi:kə]/[fərmə'kɔddə] ‘ant/little ant’
['prɛvətə]/[prəvə'tɪccə] ‘priest/little priest’
['pɛrdə]/[pər'di:mə] ‘I.lose/we.lose’   Corato

The alternations in (40) show that [u] preservation in this variety is 
not substantially different from what we saw for the dialects of Ruvo and 
Accettura in (35)-(36). Again, an intermediate velar allows the rounded back 
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element [U] from the preceding /u/ to realize as [w], as in (40b’); this is the 
same process that applies in (35a) and (36a). Analogously, the preservation 
of pre-tonic [u] seems to be nothing but a variant of the phenomenon seen 
in (35b) and (36b), where however the content of [u] is decomposed in 
[w] and [ə].

D’Introno and Weston (1997, 2002) document [u] preservation also 
in labial contexts. In our data, this possibility emerges only in a residual 
and strongly variable modality (some degree of uncertainty is noted also by 
D’Introno and Weston 2002: fn. 2). We take it that [U] content of labials 
could be potentially able to determine the same alternations we saw for velars. 
In discussing the data of Ruvo and Accettura we have already noted that the 
element [U] that is involved in these licensing processes is not the head. 
The headed [U] seems to introduce a contrastive resonance specification in 
labials, where it is the place definitory property, in comparison with velars, 
where it specifies an acoustic property emerging from the configurational 
properties of the sound. The variation whereby only in a subset of varieties 
labials affect the distribution of [U], can be connected with the status of 
[U] in the spectral structure of the adjacent vowel, favouring the exclusion 
of the consonantal place interpretation of [U]. In other words, it is not the 
place to be involved but only the grave resonance properties.  

The generalized weakening to [ə] of the unstressed vowels can be dealt 
with as the result of delinking; more precisely, in the approach of D’Introno 
and Weston (2002), delinking generates a featureless vowel, namely the to-
tally underspecified vowel [ə], as in (41a). The blocking of the weakening of 
[u] in contexts of labial and velar consonants is accounted for by D’Introno 
and Weston (1997, 2002) as an effect of OCP.12 The idea is that OCP requires 
harmonization by means of a repair strategy consisting of ‘linking the two 
segments’, in (41b). As a consequence delinking is prevented from applying 
in virtue of the Inalterability Convention on the linked structures (Hayes 
1986). D’Introno and Weston (2002) note that the sequences where [u] 
is preserved could represent an OCP violation given that [labial] in labial 
contexts and [dorsal] in velar contexts would be shared by the vowel and 
the adjacent consonant. [u] is retained because of a linking process which 
operates as a repair strategy conflating the two identical adjacent features 
on an only tier, as in (41), where D = Dorsal and H = high.

12 The recourse to OCP for dealing with harmonizing processes in C-V sequences is 
proposed in Mester (1988).
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 (41) a. [u]      [ə]   delinking
   │       │   
  [D] 	 						∅
   │       
  [Lab]   
     │        
  [H]   

b.  k  u k         u                         OCP repair strategy
   │  │    h f      
                [D ]       [D]         [D]
   │  │      │
   [ ]        [Lab]   [Lab]
     │  │      │
  [H]        [H]     [H]   (D’Introno and Weston 2002: 98)

D’Introno and Weston (2002: 99) note that this solution could explain 
why front vowels do not are preserved, given that they “do not share any feature 
with consonants”. Actually, this conclusion is not generally true, because front 
vowels share [+high] with palatals and velars, as noted also by D’Introno and 
Weston. Other questions arise. First, OCP does not apply in contexts includ-
ing a stressed nucleus; this casts doubts on the effectiveness and adequacy of 
a principle apparently so restrictive. Moreover, the recourse to OCP does not 
seem fully necessary, insofar as delinking in weak position could mend the 
alleged incompatibility between a rounded back vowel and an adjacent velar/
labial consonant, by reducing the vowel to [ə] without invoking OCP. We 
should expect that in a variety in which pre-tonic or stressed underlying /u/ 
realize as [ə] independently of the nature of the adjacent consonant, simply 
[ə] occurs in all contexts. In this sense, nothing would contradict OCP. On 
the contrary, [k] contexts retain [w], thus disputing the role of OCP. More 
in general, the recourse to OCP is questionable insofar as it adds no element 
useful for explaining the assimilation processes that seem more naturally and 
convincingly treated as types of phonological agreement in licensing domains. 

As we saw, [u] preservation in Corato is not an isolated process. Rather, 
it can be connected with a more comprehensive class of phenomena, i.e. 
propagation discussed in Section 3 and preservation of [U] in Section 5. 
These phenomena retain/save or increase [u] realization in contexts of velar 
and possibly labial consonants. In other words, the occurrence of [u]/[w] is 
more naturally and adequately explained in terms of licensing mechanisms, 
i.e. assimilation/prominence. In all cases, the adjacency of a consonant in-
cluding resonance properties compatible with [u] preserves or enhances the 
occurrence of [u], or, more precisely its melodic content [U]. The realization 
of [u]/[w] takes place despite the fact that a reduction process of unstressed 
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vowels is otherwise operating. The processes involving [u] preservation/
propagation can be assigned the status of other harmony processes, whereby a 
property perceptually vulnerable, typically [round, back], and relevant for the 
purposes of recognizability gets extended, and consequently amplified, over a 
phonological domain (Kaun 1995, 2004; Walker 2005; Nevins 2010; Savoia 
2015, 2016a; Manzini and Savoia 2016). In other words, harmonies increase 
the exposition of the hearer to morpho-phonological elements by preserving 
and enhancing its perceptibility (Kaun 1995; Walker 2005). 

6.1 A proposal  

The distribution in (40a,b) highlights the fact that licensing of [u]/[w] is 
interpreted by a preceding velar, so that in the sequence …u k… [u] is saved 
only if it associates to the following [k], as in (40b''). In the case of (40b), 
where [u] is also preceded by [k], a double occurrence is triggered. In any case, 
it is the domain of the prominent nucleus that is involved and authorizes the 
realization of [u]/[w]. The relation between distribution of intensity in the string 
and reduction of pre-tonic vowels is confirmed by the data in (40d). Here, 
trochaic sequences preceding the main-stressed nucleus are able to retain the 
lexical vocalic content, at least in the case of rounded back vowels. Actually, 
preservation in these contexts is not obligatory, as indicated by the outcomes 
in (40d') and by the fact that front vowels however undergo reduction to [ə], 
as in (40e').

Coming now to the distribution of the vocalic outcomes in the strings, 
we note that all Southern Italian dialects we consider in this article, includ-
ing varieties in (9), (15), (17), (18)-(19) and (35)-(36), are characterized by 
a prosodic organization whereby in unstressed position only simplex vowels 
are admitted, i.e. vowels including one element, as in (42):

 (42) In a non-prominent position only simplex (tendentially, non-headed)
 vowels are admitted 

This requirement explains why in weak position only [a ə u] occur. For the 
sake of descriptive completeness, remember that, for example, in the dialects 
in (18) and (19) this same pattern of unstressed vowels emerges. An impor-
tant difference concerns the distribution of the unstressed vowels, because in 
those dialects rounded back vowels are preserved as [u] independently of the 
adjacent consonant. So, we find realizations as, for example, [stu'tə:mə] ‘we.
put out’ for Cirigliano, where [u] occurs in a coronal context, differently from 
Corato, where [u] is limited to velar contexts. [a] escapes the weakening, keep-
ing its content in unstressed contexts as well. This suggests that the headed [A] 
in pre-tonic position contributes to the prosodic organization of the sequence, 
excluding a real weakening.
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If we consider the alternations of Corato dialect in the bases including a 
high rounded back vowel, like ['fuʃə] ‘I.escape’, in (40c), what we see is that 
pre-tonic weakening requires a non-headed element, as established in (42). In 
the case of [U] or [I] this content is generally interpreted as [ə] at sensorimotor 
interface, as in (43). 

 (43)       N      N        N        
                       │      f  h        │          
           f            ə     ʃ        x    x     m    ə

                  │        h f    
                [U]       [I]       [fə'ʃi:mə] ‘we.escape’            Corato

This analysis can explain why some phonetic traces of the lexical phono-
logical distinctions can be perceived in unstressed outcomes. It is no accident 
that some uncertainty in detecting the weak pre-tonic realizations is well 
documented in the field researches, and it is noted by D’Introno and Weston 
(2002) as well. This solution agrees with the assumption that phonological 
content is interpretable at all levels and that substitution and addition of 
melodic content are forbidden. Besides, the underspecification approach 
adopted in D’Introno and Weston (1997, 2002) is excluded. 

An interesting point is how this representation is distinct from one where 
[U] is consistently expressed. We note that the phonetic implementation of 
the elements can depend on both their phonological status (headed vs non-
headed) and the context. In these varieties, losing the headed status in a weak/
unstressed position is interpreted as a [ə]-like phonetic realization. In this 
sense, [ə] is nothing but a not completed or well-defined implementation of 
certain vowel inputs. This could impel us to extend the formantic element 
[F1] adopted in (10) to processes in which a vowel loses or reduces its place 
property, as suggested in (44). In other words, we could assign the acoustic 
configuration [F1] to the neuter vowel.

 (44)       N        N                N        
                       │        f  h                │        
             f          ə       ʃ       x       x       m     ə

                 ╪h         h f        
               [U] [F1]        [I]           [fə'ʃi:mə] ‘we.escape’                 Corato

In [u] preserving contexts in (40), we will apply a treatment similar to 
that we have proposed for the process attested in Ruvo and Accettura dialects, 
in (35)-(36). In the pre-tonic contexts, the vowel [u] of the lexical base is 
retained where the sharing of [U] with [k] contributes to interpreting the 
content of the vowel in the domain of the stressed nucleus. Given that only 
velars in the domain of [u] (i.e. its onset) are involved in licensing, we must 
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conclude that the initial velar is necessary for interpreting [U], as indicated in 
(45a). As we underlined, the preservation allows [u] to have a longer temporal 
extension which enhances perceptual properties of [U]. This requirement is 
satisfied in all contexts where this is possible, i.e. when a velar is adjacent to 
[u]. If [k] follows the rounded back vocalic segment, [U] is realized as [w] in 
the following vocalic domain, i.e. inside the immediate domain of the stressed 
nucleus, as in (45b). 

 (45)   a.     N         N          N        
                         │        f  h            │           
                  k         u     s         x      x   m     ə

                      h f          h f             
                     [U]          [I]           [ku'si: mə] ‘we.sew’      Corato

  b.             N        N        N        
                             │       f  h        │           
               ʃ      ə      k           x      a   m   ə 

                      f╪ fq
            [F1][U]  [ʃə'kwamə] ‘we.play’              Corato

(45b) illustrates the reduction of the pre-tonic vowel to [ə]. In the 
case of underlying mid vowels like [ɔ o], the association of [U] to the stressed 
nucleus leaves the element [F1], phonetically [ə], as in (44).  

Pre-tonic alternant [u] corresponding to stressed [o ɔ], as in ['kɔndzə]/
[kun'dza:mə] ‘I.season/we.season’ in (40a), presents a partial reduction in the 
content of the vowel, as suggested in (42), where [u] is derived by delinking of [A]. 
The complete range of vowel properties is admitted only in the prominent vowel 
of the prosodic domain. (45) and (46) exemplify the contexts in which the [U] 
element is saved. In (45b) [U] is trapped in the following domain and only [A] is 
associated to the pre-tonic vowel, thus satisfying the requirement in (42). In (46) 
[U] is saved by being shared with initial [k]; (42) is satisfied by delinking of [A]. 

 (46)          N                N        N        
                          │              f  h        │            
                 k        x    n   dz        x      x     m      ə

                h  f                             ╪             h  f          
             [U] [A]             [A] [kun'dza:mə] ‘we.season’       Corato

Summarizing, pre-tonic [u] in the domain of the stressed nucleus is 
interpreted if it shares the resonance properties with an adjacent velar, so 
introducing a sufficient degree of perceptual strength. This mechanism is 
operating both in (45a)/(46) and (45b). The fact that in (45b) [U] is inter-
preted by means of the following consonant accounts for the reason why the 
preceding nucleus however realizes as [ə]; indeed [U] can be supported by a 
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preceding or following velar, and only in the first case it realizes the nucleus. 
In the second context, [U] occupies a slot internal to a different domain and 
the preceding nucleus undergoes the normal reduction process to [ə]. Only 
the particular context in (40b) in which [u] is both preceded and followed 
by a velar, makes a double licensing of [U] possible. 

7. Metaphony in Carmiano (Salento) and some conclusions

In the Salento variety of Carmiano the occurrence of [w] in metaphonic 
diphthongs is limited to the contexts where it is preceded by a velar or a labial 
consonant.13 Vowel system of Carmiano includes three height degrees, high [i u], 
low-mid [ɛ ɔ], and low [a], vowels. Metaphony affects low-mid stressed vowels that 
in the presence of a high final vowel convert to a rising diphthong [jɛ wɛ], where 
the onglide retains the place property of the underlying/lexical low-mid vowel. 
The point is that the diphthong [wɛ] occurs only in contexts where it is preceded 
by a velar or a labial, as in (47a). In the other consonantal contexts, the reduced 
outcome [ɛ] appears, as in (47b); finally, [jɛ] remains unaltered in any context, as 
in (47c). Finally, in the word initial position some uncertainty emerges between [ɛ] 
and [wɛ] as in (47d,d’); [wɛ] is generally favoured if it is preceded by a vowel, for 
example the final [u] of the singular masculine object clitic or that of the singular 
masculine article. In unstressed pre-tonic position only high vowels, cf. (47e), or 
[a] occur, as stated in (42). We note that the data in (47) show that metaphony is 
partially morphologized since there is a subset of high vowels that do not trigger 
it, for instance the 1st sg -u in the present, as in ['ʃɔku] ‘I.play’.

 (47) a. ['mɔu]/['mwɛi]/['mɔɛ] ‘I.move/you.move/he.moves’
  ['pwɛrku]/['pwɛrtʃi] ‘pig/pigs’
  ['kɔjju]/['kwɛjji]/['kɔjjɛ] ‘I.pick/you.pick/he.picks’
  [ri'kɔrdu]/[ri'kwɛrdi] ‘I.remember/you.remember’
 b. ['tɔrmu]/['tɛrmi]/['tɔrmɛ] ‘I.sleep/you.sleep/he.sleeps’ 
  ['ʃɔku]/['ʃɛki]/['ʃɔka] ‘I.play/you.play/he.plays’
  ['sɔkra]/['sɛkru] ‘mother-in-law/father-in-law’
  ['nɔa]/['nɛu] ‘new.f/neu.m’
 c. ['pɛtɛ]/['pjɛti] ‘foot/feet’
  [pɛrdu]/[ꞌpjɛrdi] ‘I.lose/you.lose’
  [kur'tjɛɖɖu]/[kur'tjɛɖɖi] ‘knife/knives’
  [ꞌsɛntu]/[ꞌsjɛnti] ‘I.feel/you.feel’
  [ꞌljɛttu] ‘bed’

13 A similar distribution of the metaphonic diphthong is described for Altamura in 
Loporcaro (2001). According to this author, the deletion of w in initial position confirm 
the hypothesis that [w] is preserved by virtue of the labial or velar articulation place of the 
preceding consonant. 
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 d. [(l)'ɛssu]/[lu 'wɛssu] ‘(the) bone/the bone’
  ['ɛccu]/['ɛcci] ‘eye/eyes’
  [(l) ꞌɛu] ‘(the) eg’
 d’. [lu ꞌwɛi]/[tʃɛ bꞌbwɛi?] ‘it you.want/what you.want?’
  e. ['pjɛrdi]/['pɛrdɛ]/[pir'dimu] ‘you.lose/he.loses/we.lose’
  [mɔɛ]/[mu'imu] ‘he.moves/we.move’

As we have seen in Section 2, metaphony can be accounted for by assum-
ing the licensing restriction in (10a) (here repeated in (48)), whereby aperture 
properties of the post-tonic vowel are realized on the stressed nucleus in order 
to be legitimized (Walker 2005; Savoia 2016a). Essentially, the occurrence of 
[i u] in final position (or post-tonic position, according to the dialect) requires 
the resonance element [I]/[U] in the stressed nucleus, in other words the align-
ment on the aperture degree. In Section 2, we have concluded that it is the 
low-frequency F1 that is duplicated on a lexical/underlying mid stressed nucleus. 

 (48) The head vowel licenses [F1] in final/post-tonic position in the prosodic
  (foot) domain.

In Carmiano, the outcomes of metaphony are [jɛ] from [ɛ] and [wɛ] from 
[ɔ]; [I]/[U] elements are reproduced on the prominent nucleus of the domain. 
As regards [wɛ], it is maintained only if it is preceded both by a velar and a 
labial, hence as in the case of [u] propagation examined in Section 3. We can 
assume that [w], precisely [U], is licensed in the head only if the preceding 
adjacent labial or velar contributes to legitimizing it by sharing [U], as in 
(49). In other words, [w] manifests the metaphonic licensing but it is also 
involved in the licensing of the preceding consonant. The realization of [w] 
as a part of the stressed nucleus expresses the assimilatory process that is the 
core of licensing.

 (49)         N     N         
                        f  h     │             
                m     w     ɛ        i

               h fp    │h   
             [U]  [F1] [I]  [mwɛi] ‘you.move’            Carmiano

[U] does not occur in the contexts where  it is not involved in licensing 
of the preceding consonant. In initial position of word [w] can be saved by a 
preceding [u], as in [lu 'wɛssu] ‘the bone’, in (43d). In these cases the preceding 
back vowel is able to anchor [U] of the following diphthong. Nevertheless, our 
data document a clear variability and uncertainty in the realizations preserving 
the initial [w] after a final -u, and show that the preferred realization excludes 
[w] in initial position. We could conclude that the forms without initial [w] 
are the basic representations.
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As the phenomenon of Carmiano confirms, the interaction between back 
rounded vowels and velars and labials shows a significant micro-variation that 
makes slightly different restrictions to surface. Specifically, preservation of 
[w]/[u], i.e. the resonance property we characterize as [U], brings to light the 
harmonizing effect that underlies the relation between the head vowel of the 
domain and the consonant in its domain. The variation depends on factors 
such as the labial/velar difference, the position of the consonant in the string, 
the status of [a] in comparison with a stressed nucleus (in propagation), the 
possible interaction of more processes (propagation, preservation, metaphony). 
In all cases harmonizing effects extend the presence of [u]/[U] in the string 
enhancing its perceptibility (Kaun 1995; Walker 2005). 

7.1 Concluding remarks

The minimalist approach in phonology we have adopted is inspired by 
the idea that phonology and morphology are processes that make lexical and 
syntactic objects accessible to the sensorimotor system, in the sense of Berwick 
and Chomsky (2011: 27):

Language is therefore based on a recursive generative procedure that takes elemen-
tary word-like elements from some store, call it the lexicon, and applies repeatedly 
to yield structured expressions, without bound. Externalization is not a simple task 
[…] We would expect, then, that morphology and phonology - the linguistic pro-
cesses that convert internal syntactic objects to the entities accessible to the sensori-
motor system - might turn out to be quite intricate, varied, and subject to accidental 
historical events.

An adequate theory must be able to express variation, normally observ-
able in languages, including the varieties we have analysed here. According to 
perspective proposed by Berwick and Chomsky (2011), linguistic variation 
and differentiation can be understood as a by-product of the externalization 
process. More precisely, it is a result of the fact that morpho-phonological 
processes come into contact with sensorimotor and conceptual-intentional 
systems that can influence and modify the phonetic and semantic properties 
of lexical elements (Savoia and Baldi 2009; Manzini and Savoia 2011).

The main issue we have addressed in this article is the way of represent-
ing the relations between segments in the string. In the GP framework (Kaye 
1990; Charette 1991; Harris 1994; Kaye, Lowenstamm, Vergnaud 1990) the 
acoustic potential of a segment depends on the structural relations between 
autosegmental slots in the structure. A recent revision proposed in this model 
aims to translate (a part of ) melodic properties into structural properties, so 
reducing the redundancies observed between the structural organization and the 
segmental content (Pöchtrager 2006, 2010; Pöchtrager and Kaye 2013; Kaye 
2014). Moreover, this revision reduces the prosodic categories to onsets (con-
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sonants) and nuclei (vowels), abandoning the traditional asymmetry between 
onset and coda inside the syllable.

We have tried to assign to the acoustic potential of a segment a basic role 
in establishing the structural organization of the string. We aim to overcome the 
interpretive difficulties deriving from a rigid structural categorization introduced 
in GP and more in general in metrical approaches. In this perspective, the or-
ganization of the string is implemented in terms of assimilation processes and 
prosodic strength asymmetries (duration, intensity, melodic height). Licensing 
is translated into its primitive components, i.e. assimilation in melodic proper-
ties or partial melodic depletion/attraction of the weak position by the strong 
position. We discuss these points in relation to some assimilatory processes in 
which vowels and consonants affect one another independently of the canonical 
governing relation assumed in GP and in general in the syllabic theories. Spe-
cifically, in the propagation processes we investigate in the article, the relation 
between [u] and velar (and labial) consonants is determined by their adjacency, 
left-to-right and right-to-left. An interesting micro-variation emerges involving 
a set of elementary properties, such as the different role of [U] in velar and labial 
consonants, the prosodic organization of the relevant domains,  the quality 
and status of the vowels hosting propagation, the interaction with metaphony.
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